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English Summary

This thesis describes R-Charon, a formal extension with reconfiguration to the formal
distributed hybrid system modeling language Charon. Charon has been developed at
the University of Pennsylvania and is a hierarchical, hybrid automata based modeling
language with tool support. R-Charon is mainly focussed on two application domains:
modular reconfigurable robots and large-scale transportation systems. Systems of any
other domain exhibiting similar features are supported as well. While largely leaving
the Charon syntax and semantics intact, the extension allows dynamic creation and
destruction of components (agents) as well as of links (references) between the agents.
The syntax and operational semantics for R-Charon are developed and presented on
three stacked levels: behavior (modes), structure (agents) and configuration (system).
Additionally an embedding of a Charon model to an R-Charon model is presented, to
show that Charon models still can be used in R-Charon. Two application examples,
one of each designated domain in the target application domain, are used to illustrate
R-Charon.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Deze scriptie beschrijft R-Charon, een formele extensie met reconfiguratie van Charon,
een formele modelleertaal voor gedistribueerde hybride systemen. Charon werd on-
twikkeld aan de University of Pennsylvania en is een compositionele hybride automaten
gebaseerde modelleertaal met bijbehorende tooling. R-Charon is voornamelijk gericht
op twee applicatie domeinen: grootschalige vervoerssystemen en modulaire reconfig-
ureerbare robot systemen. Andere systemen die qua structuur een gelijkenis vertonen
met systemen uit de twee beoogde applicatie domeinen, kunnen ook in R-Charon gemod-
elleerd worden. De uitbreiding voegt dynamische creatie en destructie van componen-
ten (agents) en verbindingen (references) tussen de componenten toe. Hierbij blijft de
bestaande syntax en semantiek van Charon grotendeels intact. De syntax en opera-
tionele semantiek van R-Charon is uitgewerkt op drie op elkaar opbouwende niveaus:
gedrag (modes), structuur (agents) en configuratie (system). Verder is er, om aan te
tonen dat Charon modellen ook in R-Charon gebruikt kunnen worden, een inbedding
(embedding) van Charon modellen in R-Charon gedefinieerd. R-Charon is gëıllustreerd
aan de hand van twee voorbeelden, een voorbeeld uit het domein van grootschalige
vervoerssystemen en een voorbeeld uit het domein van modulaire robot systemen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the early days of computer software, a vast number of modeling languages and
techniques for software systems and analysis of such systems has been designed and
used. Especially for critical systems, like software used for navigational computations
in space travel, it is important that the modeling languages and techniques have a
degree of formality leading to unambiguous models. The software system itself is a
discrete system, i.e. it has a finite number of states and as the system runs it changes
between those states. Traditionally the software running on computer systems was a
stand-alone application and did, apart from the user-interface and output, not directly
interact with its environment. This and the discrete nature of software systems lead to
modeling languages and techniques supporting discrete behavior only.

As with software systems, also several modeling languages for electrical and mechanical
systems have been developed. Also here formal modeling languages are designed and
used for critical systems, e.g. car break systems. However, in contrast to software
systems, large parts of electrical and mechanical systems are continuous. That is, the
systems have an infinite amount of states and the system continuously evolves through
the possible states. A mechanical model describing the breaks of a car could for example
consists of a set of (continuous) differential equations describing the dynamics of the
hydraulics and the forces involved in breaking.

Starting in the 1990’s, there has been a widespread trend towards integrating software
systems into electrical and mechanical systems. This has been made possible by the
decrease in size and costs combined with an increase in performance of the computer
hardware systems running the software systems. Those integrated hardware and soft-
ware systems are referred to as embedded hardware, respectively embedded software and
are jointly referred to as embedded systems. Examples of electrical and mechanical sys-
tems in which embedded systems have been integrated are televisions, cars, airplanes,
and robots.

Since a purely continuous or a purely discrete modeling technique is unsuited to model a
complete embedded system, the combined electrical or mechanical systems and software
systems have been modeled using two separate types of languages, resulting in two
distinct models. However, the coupling between the expected behavior of the embedded
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software and the expected behavior of the electrical or mechanical system has increased
significantly. Consequently, the traditional approach of modeling the combined system
has turned out to be inadequate since the dependencies between the software system
and the electrical or mechanical system cannot be expressed in such an approach.

A better approach is to have a modeling language which can can capture both the
discrete software system and the continuous electrical or mechanical system as well as
the interaction between them. This was one of the main ideas leading to the emergence
of the hybrid systems research field.

1.1 Hybrid Systems

A hybrid system typically consists of a collection of components interacting with each
other and with an analog environment. The components are a combination of the
software and electrical or mechanical systems and as such exhibit a mix of discrete
and continuous behavior. Discrete behavior is at the core represented by state-machine
models while continuous behavior is mostly represented by differential equations. The
related research section (Section 1.4) presents a brief overview of existing hybrid system
modeling languages.

The concept of a hybrid system modeling language is already a big improvement com-
pared to the old separated modeling approach described earlier on. However, in many
real world systems the collection of hybrid components as well as the hybrid components
they interact with are dynamic, i.e. reconfigure.

In the world of software design this concept of reconfiguration is well recognized. Object
orientation is (becoming) the main design and implementation paradigm. Creation and
destruction of objects as well as changing the communication structure of the objects
are at the core of the object oriented design paradigm. Unfortunately this recognition
of reconfiguration is limited to the modeling languages for discrete software systems
only.

In short, the hybrid system modeling languages as well as the purely discrete recon-
figurable software aspects have been explored. A logical next step is to move to a
modeling language for reconfigurable hybrid systems. To be able to use (e.g. analyze,
verify, generate code for) the resulting models, the modeling languages should be of a
formal nature. More specific, the language should have a formally defined syntax and
semantics.

To the best knowledge of the author, two hybrid systems modeling languages with
explicit support for hybrid systems with reconfiguration exist. These two languages
and their limitations are presented in the next section.
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1.2 Reconfigurable Hybrid Systems

This section describes the existing reconfigurable hybrid modeling languages: The
SHIFT programming language and the Φ-calculus. In addition the limitations of both
approaches are discussed.

1.2.1 SHIFT Programming Language

SHIFT is a programming language for describing dynamic networks of components [21].
Each component is a hybrid automaton similar to Henzinger’s hybrid automata pre-
sented in [32]. As a SHIFT system evolves, new components can be added and exist-
ing components can be destroyed. Each component can communicate with a number
of other components in the system, denoted the interaction network. As the system
evolves the interaction networks of the components can change.

Formally a SHIFT model consists of a set of hybrid components h1, . . . , hw together
with a fixed set of types T . Each type defines a prototypical behavior and state space
and each component is an instantiation of a certain type. Whereas the set of types is
fixed, the set of components can grow and shrink as a consequence of the behavior of
the components.

Each type is described by a state and a behavior part. The state part consists of a finite
number of discrete states, a finite number of continuous variables, and a finite number of
configuration state variables. Each configuration state variable is of a certain type and
can refer to another component of that type. An instantiation of the configuration state
variables determines a component’s interaction network. The behavior part consists of
flow descriptions per discrete state, a number of event labels, and transition prototypes.
The flow descriptions describe how the continuous variables evolve as time passes, by
giving either a differential equation or an algebraic definition per continuous variable. In
the right-hand side of the flow descriptions, continuous variables of components referred
to by configuration state variables may be used as a means to communicate with the
interaction network.

Each transition prototype of a type defines a guarded transition between two discrete
states. Furthermore an action is associated to the transition, that might update the
continuous and configuration variables of the component. Moreover new components
can be created or existing components can be deleted as part of an action. Attaching an
event label to a transition, the transition can be synchronized with labeled transitions
of components referred to in the configuration state.

All components in a system are synchronously composed, resulting in a hybrid automa-
ton associated to the system. A run of a SHIFT model consists of phases interleaved
with discrete transitions between the phases. During each phase the time flows and the
continuous state of each component is updated according to its flow definitions, while
the discrete and configuration state of each component remain fixed. A discrete world
transition amounts to a transition in each of the world’s components, possibly a trivial
self loop transition added to the semantics of each state. In a discrete transition, the
continuous state, discrete state, and the configuration state may be updated.
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type T1 {
...
output continuous t := 0;
output T3 L1;
...
discrete State1{ d(t) = 1 },
discrete State2{ ... },
...
transition

State1 -> State2 {}
when t > 3 do {

L1 := nil
...

}
...

}

type T2 {
...
output T1 La;
output T3 Lb;
...
discrete StateX{ ... },
discrete StateY{ ... },
...
transition
StateX -> StateY {}

when t(La) = 3 do {
Lb := L1(La)

}
...

}

Figure 1.1: Parts of an example SHIFT system.

To give an impression of how reconfiguration is handled in SHIFT, an abstract SHIFT
example is presented. Figure 1.1 shows parts of two types T1 and T2 of a SHIFT
system. Both types have two externally visible variables and two discrete states. In
this small example, only the flow of State1 is specified. Furthermore each type has a
discrete transition which can be taken if the when predicate evaluates to true. In case
a transition is taken, one or more variable updates take place. Note the use of the
configuration variables, e.g. t(La) denotes the variable t of the component pointed to
by La. The dotted parts might contain other SHIFT code, e.g. regarding initialization.
Figure 1.2 shows a graphic representations of the interaction networks of a system with
three components c1, c2, and c3 of type T1, T2, and T3, respectively at t = 0 and after
t = 3. At t = 0, variable L1 points to c3, variable La points to c1. As soon as t reaches
3, component c2 will extend its interaction network by setting variable Lb to point to
c3 and as soon as t is bigger than 3, c1 removes its reference to c3. More concrete this
means that after t has become bigger than 3, c2 instead of c1 can communicate with c3.

1.2.2 Φ-calculus

The Φ-calculus [50] extends the discrete π-calculus modeling language [43] with contin-
uous behavior. The π-calculus is a process algebraic modeling language for concurrent
communicating systems which may reconfigure by moving, growing, and shrinking.
Movement occurs by communicating processes via channels between processes. Grow-
ing and shrinking occurs by replicating processes and letting processes terminate, re-
spectively. In short it seems that the Φ-calculus is a reconfigurable distributed hybrid
systems modeling language.

A very fundamental concept of the π-calculus is synchronous communication of processes
using channels. Besides for synchronization of processes, the communication can also
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C2 : T2C2 : T2C1 :T1 La

L1

C3 : T3

Lb

C1 :T1 La

C3 : T3

Lb

Figure 1.2: Reconfiguration in SHIFT by means of assignments. Left, the state of
interaction networks in the system at t = 0 and right the state of interaction networks
of the system after t = 3

be used for communicating the channel names. The π-calculus considers a configura-
tion of processes to be fixed by the reachable communication partners of each process.
Reconfiguration is then achieved by forgetting a channel name or by communicating a
channel name. Creation of a process is achieved by a replication operator, which spawns
a copy of the process. The notion of processes termination can be used to represent
destruction of processes.

Similar to process algebras the π-calculus provides general action prefixes, send ac-
tion prefixes, receive action prefixes, alternative composition, parallel composition, and
abstraction of channel names. The notion of equivalence between π-calculus terms is
defined by a bisimulation relation. The semantics of π-calculus are defined in terms of
a transition system.

The Φ-calculus adds continuous behavior by embedding extended π-calculus terms into
a specified environment. In addition a set of continuous environment variables are
defined. The environment then consists of a valuation of the environment variables
(state), a dynamic system describing the change of a subset of the continuous behavior,
and a collection of invariants over the environment variables. In addition to the actions
possible in the π-calculus, now an environmental action (e-action) and a time action
can take place. The semantics of the resulting Φ-calculus are described in terms of a
timed transition system.

The e-action is a guarded reinitialization action, resembling a state change in a hybrid
automaton. It specifies an update of all three parts of the environment. This includes
adding, changing, and deleting valuations of environment variables, equations of the
dynamic system, and invariants.

A time action corresponds to passage of time in a state of a hybrid automaton. During
the time action the environment variables evolve according to the dynamic system of
the environment. The action continues until either an environment invariant is violated
or until an e-action is activated, i.e. the guard of an e-action evaluates to true.

To give an impression of how reconfiguration is handled in the Φ-calculus, an abstract
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example similar to the abstract SHIFT example is given. Consider the system, with
slight abuse of syntax, given by the tuple:

 t = 0
ṫ = 1
t ≤ 3

 , p1 = [{t ≥ 3}].c1(c3) | p2 = c1〈x〉.x | p3 = c3


The first element of the tuple specifies the environment, which acts as a simple clock in
this case. The second element of the tuple is a parallel composition of three processes.
Process p1 first tries to take an e-action, which in this case only has a guard and
performs no environment update. The first action of p2 as well as the first action of
p3 are receive actions. Hence till t = 3 only the time step can be taken. After that
the e-action will happen and as a consequence p1 will send the channel name c3 and
process p2 will receive the name and change accordingly into: p′2 = c3. Now p′2 can
communicate with p3 and hence the system is reconfigured, as shown in Figure 1.3.
Note that the presented reconfiguration is only one of many ways reconfiguration can
be modeled in the Φ-calculus. A more detailed example can be found in [49].

p1

[{t 3}].
c1(c3)

c1

c3

p2

c1 x .x

p3

c3

p1'

c3

p2'

c3

p3

c3

Figure 1.3: Reconfiguration in the Φ-calculus by means of channel name transmission.

1.2.3 Limitation of Current Approaches

Both SHIFT and the Φ-calculus have some important limitations, which will be dis-
cussed in this section. These limitations lead to an observation which concludes this
section and naturally leads to the next section in which the research question is pre-
sented.

The most important limitation of SHIFT is the lack of formal semantics [36], which
excludes formal verification of the system. This limits the usage of SHIFT to modeling
and simulation purposes [6]. Although the published paper and technical report on
SHIFT claim to give a formal (trace) semantics [22, 21], mainly the reconfiguration
aspects of SHIFT are left unspecified, e.g. the details of creation and destruction of
components. Note that modeling and simulation was the main focus of the SMART-
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AHS project for which SHIFT was designed and developed and hence complete and
compositional semantics were not a primary concern.

A related limitation is the implementation bias of SHIFT. The largest part of the SHIFT
syntax is only described in the SHIFT tool documentation. Consequently, SHIFT lacks
a clear distinction between its language design and its implementation.

The Φ-calculus has three characteristics which are considered as limitations in this
thesis. The first of these characteristics is that the Φ-calculus is a process algebra
based language. As even noted by researchers from the process algebra field, process
algebra is due to some of its technicalities perceived by practitioners as difficult to learn
and use. After almost 30 years the use of process algebra outside the academia is,
despite its strengths, still very limited [1].

The second characteristic considered to be a limitation is the use of the notion of a
continuous environment. As discussed in the previous subsection, in the Φ-calculus the
continuous behavior of the system is separated from the parallel composed discrete
processes. As part of the discrete steps of the processes, the continuous environment
can be reconfigured. However, it seems to be much more natural to consider a process
as a combination of continuous and discrete behavior, as also argued in [19].

The third and final characteristic considered to be a limitation is the complex notion
of reconfiguration in the Φ-calculus. As shown in [43], the underlying π-calculus offers
very powerful reconfiguration primitives, i.e. the π-calculus is Turing complete. These
primitives are at a fairly low level, thereby complicating the modeling of reconfigurable
systems.

In short one can say that the only two available languages which support both hybrid
behavior and parallel, reconfigurable components or processes are positioned on the ex-
tremes. SHIFT is optimized for easy modeling while lacking formal semantics, whereas
the Φ-calculus has a very formal foundation but is much harder to use. A better so-
lution would be to have a reconfigurable hybrid language which is positioned right in
between SHIFT and the Φ-calculus.

This thesis limits the scope to (distributed) hybrid automata [32] based languages as
a solution. Compared to a process algebric formalism, the automaton based formalism
tends to be easier to understand and use, allowing for easier modeling. Moreover many
different distributed hybrid automata based modeling languages with formal semantics
already exist1 [8, 33, 40]. One of these languages will be selected and extended with
reconfiguration. The disadvantage of being restricted to an existing language is out-
weighed by the advantage of already having a well-studied hybrid language. Extending
an existing language saves a lot of time and effort compared to starting from scratch.

An alternative approach to create a formal hybrid reconfigurable language, would be
to completely formalize SHIFT. This is discarded since usually it is very hard to add
formal semantics to a language after it has been designed. For best results, the process
of defining syntax and semantics should go hand in hand.

1None of these languages has support for modeling reconfigurability
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1.3 Research

The absence of a compact reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling frame-
work with well-defined semantics and which is easy to understand and use, leads to this
research. The goal of this research is:

Create a compact reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling language
framework with well-defined semantics, inspired by a selected application domain
and show that the created language fits that application domain.

To fulfill this goal, the following research questions are stated:

1. What is a suitable target application domain for a reconfigurable distributed hy-
brid systems modeling language?

2. What are suitable notions of configuration and reconfiguration in the target ap-
plication domain?

3. On what specific hybrid automata based language should the reconfigurability
extension be based?

4. What syntax and semantics should the reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems
modeling language have?

5. Why does the reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling language fit the
selected target application domain?

Question one addresses the target domain of the reconfigurable distributed hybrid sys-
tems modeling language. For the sake of simplicity only a small set of application
domains is used to base the language constructs on. To make the best possible choice
for the small set of application domains, several application domains have to be studied.
Even though the language will be designed with the selected small set of application
domains in mind, the language can be applied to other application domains with similar
notions of reconfigurability.

Once the target application domain is known, the next step is to identify what recon-
figuration means in the application domain. This leads to question two. The answer to
this question should precisely define the concepts of configuration and reconfiguration
in the chosen target application domain.

Question three points to the starting point of the reconfigurable distributed hybrid
systems modeling language. As pointed out earlier, given the limited amount of time
and the available distributed hybrid automata modeling languages around it seems
much better to extend an existing language with reconfigurability instead of creating a
reconfigurable hybrid systems language from scratch. In addition the existing languages
have already been designed and reviewed carefully. The key concepts of the considered
languages should match with the chosen application domain and furthermore should
have well-defined semantics.

Based on the results of the answers to question one, two, and three, question four can be
approached. The answer to this question is basically the definition of the reconfigurable
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distributed hybrid systems modeling language. Considering question two, a solution to
question three should keep conservativity of the extension into account. Conservativity
states that any model description in the original language can still be used in the
extended language and moreover have the same semantics as in the original language.
If the extension is conservative, then all existing models in the original language can
also be used in the extended language as if it would be the original language.

Question five can be answered by modeling a representative application of the selected
target application domain in the created modeling language. Based on the process of
modeling the example in the language, the language can be improved and possible errors
of the language can be removed.

1.3.1 Research Limitation

This single work of research cannot cover all possible aspects of reconfiguration in hybrid
systems. The two most important research limitations are presented in this section. In
case other limitations are encountered in the course of the research work, these will be
stated in the sections related to those limitations.

The research presented in this thesis is limited to hybrid automata based modeling
languages. Further on, the focus will be narrowed down to a single hybrid automata
based language which will be extended with reconfiguration. The main reason for
this is the limited amount of time available. The choice has been made to explore
the extension with reconfiguration of a single modeling language in depth, instead of
investigating reconfiguration on a high level in many different languages. The results
presented in this thesis might then be at a later stage be applied to other unconsidered
hybrid modeling languages.

Besides narrowing down he types of modeling languages considered, also the target
application domain is limited. No single modeling language can cater for the needs of
all application domains, unless the modeling language is very general. However, such a
general language will be very hard, if not impossible to design. Moreover a very generic
language might complicate modeling, since language constructs might be too general
to be applied. In that case even very simple concepts in the application domain might
require a large and complexly composed set of those general language constructs.

1.4 Related research

In process algebraic hybrid languages, hybrid systems are modeled as a collection of
algebraic terms. Two terms are related to each other by means of a bisimulation notion
on the state spaces induced by the process terms. Several process algebraic hybrid
modeling languages exist: hybrid CSP [37], Hybrid χ [52], ACPhs

srt [16], HyPA [19], and
the Φ-calculus [50]. Section 4.2 of [19] gives a brief overview of each of these languages.
As discussed in Section 1.2, the Φ-calculus is the only of these languages which supports
reconfiguration.
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The other language discussed in that section, SHIFT [22], is a hybrid automata based
hybrid language. Like SHIFT [22], also Ptolemy [25] and Stateflow [42], allow hierarchi-
cal specifications of hybrid behavior while lacking formal semantics. Hybrid automata
based languages with formal semantics include Charon [6, 10], Masaccio [33], and Hy-
brid I/O Automata [41]. Out of this vast selection of hybrid automata based languages,
SHIFT seems to be the only language with support for reconfiguration.

Besides automata and process algebraic hybrid modeling languages, also Petri net based
hybrid modeling languages exist. According to [26], hybrid Petri net languages are
separated into two classes: hybrid Petri nets with continuous places (HPN-CP) and
hybrid Petri nets with continuous variables (HPN-CV). In the HPN-CP class of models,
the hybrid net contains two types of places: discrete places containing tokens as in
traditional Petri nets and continuous places containing fluid. The best known HPN-CP
model is described in [2]. In the HPN-CV the discrete part of the state is represented by
the net marking of a traditional Petri net. The continuous part of the state is described
by additional variables governed by differential algebraic equations. An example of a
HPN-CV based language which also deals with reconfiguration can be found in [38].
The language is designed for studying the reconfiguration of loosely coupled robots in
a factory setting.

Much research has been presented on reconfiguration in discrete modeling languages. A
report on dynamic synchronous architectures [31] presents dynamic synchronous state
machines (dynamic Mealy machines). The formalism treats dynamic creation, dele-
tion and relinking of these synchronous state machines. In a similar fashion, the In-
put/Output Automata formalism of [41] is extended with reconfiguration. The resulting
Dynamic Input/Output Automata [13] has the possibility to create and destroy com-
ponents as well as change the events in which the components may participate as the
computation proceeds. So far the hybrid and dynamic extension to Input/Output Au-
tomata have not been combined into a single hybrid dynamic Input/Output Automata
formalism. The best known discrete modeling language supporting reconfiguration,
however, is the π-calculus [43]. The language has already been discussed in Section 1.2.

Other work on reconfiguration in discrete modeling languages is directed towards re-
configuration of programmable hardware, like field programmable grid array (FPGA)
chips. In [54] reconfigurable finite state machines are presented. The state machines
are reconfigured by adding and removing states and transitions, i.e. takes place at the
behaviorial level.

1.5 Thesis Outline

Figure 1.4 shows the outline of this thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the research, defines the
research questions, presents the approach followed in this thesis, and gives an overview
of the related research. Chapter 2 reviews the possible application domains for a re-
configurable distributed hybrid systems modeling language and presents a motivated
selection of these domains as target application domain, thereby dealing with the first
research question. Based on the selection of the target domain, the notions of configu-
ration and reconfiguration are fixed, treating the second research question. Chapter 3
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presents the hybrid automata based modeling languages suitable for extension with re-
configuration as defined in Chapter 2. Out of the presented selection a motivated choice
is made, thereby answering the third research question. In the remainder of the chapter,
the selected base language is described in depth. Chapter 4 tackles the fourth research
question, by providing a formal description of the extension with reconfiguration of the
selected hybrid automata based modeling language. Chapter 5 presents and describes
models of two application examples of the target application domain in the extended
hybrid modeling language. The reason to include these two models is two-fold. First
these example models are used in the process of defining the reconfiguration extension
in Chapter 4. Second, the two example models illustrate the answer to the fifth research
question. Finally, Chapter 6 gives a summary of what has been presented in the thesis,
followed by explicitly answering the research questions and pointing out the research
contribution. Open research questions and issues end the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Application Domain and
Reconfiguration in the
Application Domain

This chapter first presents an overview of several possible application domains for a
reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling language is presented. For each
application domain, the hybrid as well as the reconfigurable aspects are pointed out.
Second a small selection of these application domains will be made, forming the target
application domains. Third reconfiguration is discussed in more detail, i.e. a notion of
configuration as well as reconfiguration primitives are defined.

2.1 Overview of Application Domains

Naturally, hybrid system modeling as well as anything which resembles reconfigurability
should be a concern in all considered application domains. If reconfiguration or hybrid
behavior is not a serious concern, an extended modeling framework will be superfluous.
There are numerous domains for hybrid system modeling [12]. However, narrowing the
scope to the field of reconfigurable hybrid system modeling, leads to a fairly limited set
of domains.

The application domains discussed in this section are: Biochemical modeling, large-scale
transportation systems, cooperating agents, manufacturing lines, and reconfigurable
robots. Each application domain will be discussed in a separate subsection. Note
that to my best knowledge only in the large-scale transportation systems domain a
reconfigurable hybrid system modeling language has been used so far.

2.1.1 Biochemical Modeling

A better understanding of the small-scale biochemical processes can help in developing
treatments for diseases. To learn more about the biochemical processes in the human
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body, it is desirable to model, simulate, and analyze those processes. At the molecular
level as well as at the cellular level a mix of discrete and continuous activities take place,
which fits the paradigm of hybrid modeling quite well.

Several articles have appeared in which hybrid system approaches have been used to
model biochemical systems [3, 4, 11]. Intuitively reconfigurability also plays a role in
molecular and cellular processes. It is well-known that molecules and proteins change
of position and thereby also change the set of entities with whom they interact. In fact
some work on discrete reconfigurable biochemical processes has been done. In [48] the
π-calculus is used to model biochemical processes carried out by networks of proteins,
which are responsible for most of the information processing inside the cell. Please note
that the π-calculus is a modeling language for discrete processes only.

Unfortunately, applied biochemical modeling is still at a very early stage. Mostly, only
strongly simplified hybrid models are created. Although there is some work related to
discrete reconfigurable models [20, 48], the field is still very young and not yet con-
cerned with reconfigurable hybrid models. Naturally this does not mean that a hybrid
reconfigurable modeling language is superfluous, but without any concrete problems or
case studies, it will be much harder to design one. Furthermore it still is questionable
whether the hybrid mathematical models of biochemical processes are accurate and
applicable.

2.1.2 Large-Scale Transportation Systems

A large-scale transportation system typically consists of a bounded environment in
which many vehicles reside. In addition to the (moving) vehicles also fixed-location
entities can be part of the environment. One of the main characteristics of large-scale
transportation systems is that vehicles can enter and leave the environment dynamically,
influencing the system as a whole. Furthermore, vehicles or groups of vehicles nearing
each other may dynamically set up a communication connection to prevent a collision
or to continue as a group to allow for a more efficient use of the environment.

Examples of large-scale transportation systems include highway control systems [30, 57],
unmanned aerial vehicles [62], and air traffic control systems [14, 39]. Consider the
highway control system scenario depicted in Figure 2.1. In this scenario the environment
consists of a highway section, in which cars enter and leave. In order to improve the
efficiency of the highway usage, formations of vehicles which are close to each other and
which have a similar speed can be formed. Furthermore the safety can be improved by
partly controlling the car automatically. These kind of large-scale systems give rise to
complex behaviors which can only be analyzed in models.

Since the behavior of a vehicle is inherently hybrid, all individual vehicles and other enti-
ties can be modeled by hybrid systems. Usually the position, speed, and acceleration are
(piece-wise) continuous, whereas certain discrete steps might occur like gear-switching
or switching from automatic control to human control.

Similar to the hybrid aspect, also reconfiguration plays a major role in large-scale trans-
portation systems. Vehicles entering or leaving the environment dynamically change the
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Figure 2.1: Scenario of highway control system. Modified from [30].

configuration of the system. Another reconfiguration aspect is the combination of ve-
hicles into groups, which even might take place autonomously. Reconfigurations of a
system depend on the behavior of the system and in turn influence the future behavior
of the system.

2.1.3 Cooperating Agents

Since cooperating agents can be very efficient and robust, they are well suited for certain
tasks like exploration, surveillance, search and rescue, distributed transportation, and
distributed manipulation [27]. Robots, humans equipped with sensors, and fixed sensors
are all examples of agents.

Similar to the other application domains, many applications for cooperating agents
exist. An application that has attracted a considerable amount of attention lately,
is formation clustering without centralized communication [53]. The difficulty lies in
keeping a formation, while heading for a certain direction and at the same time avoiding
obstacles.

Figure 2.2 depicts a variation of this problem. Four robots have to transport a box
to a target. On the way, an obstacle is encountered which has to be avoided. In this
case the leadership (black robot) changes in the process, in order to manoeuvre easier
around the obstacle. Since these robots are expected to operate largely autonomous in
such tasks, controllers are necessary.

Cooperating agents can be modeled by a distributed hybrid system model. Movement
and sensor data of agents are continuous, whereas the decision making is discrete.
Since the discrete and continuous part are coupled tightly, the hybrid system paradigm
is perfectly suited for modeling cooperating agents [18]. Based on the hybrid model,
simulations and analysis can be performed and eventually controllers can be synthesized.

The notion of reconfiguration comes into play when several agents unify in a group to
accomplish a certain task. Usually each agent has only a limited vision and commu-
nication range: It can only interact with the set of agents which are within a certain
proximity. Movement or communication of an agent can change the (perceived) config-
uration of groups.

The application domain of cooperating agents and the application domain of large-
scale transportation systems somewhat overlap. However, in general the focus of the
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Figure 2.2: Four cooperating robots transporting a box to a target, while avoiding an
obstacle. Modified from [18].
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Figure 2.3: The sheet controller controls different module controllers as the sheet passes
through the printer. Taken from [28].

application domain of cooperating agents is on the modeling and behavior of the agents,
whereas in the application domain of large-scale transportation systems the focus is on
the modeling of a certain environment in which components can enter and leave.

2.1.4 Manufacturing Lines

Many modern factories consist of lines of production modules assembling or manipulat-
ing a product. The term manufacturing line is used here in a broad sense. For example
a high-end printer is also considered to be a manufacturing line. The modularization of
the manufacturing line allows to set up a more flexible and cost-efficient line. But the
modularization does not only have advantages, it also introduces a problem.

The control of each module of the manufacturing line could become very complicated.
The first reason for this is the fact that most modern production modules are very
sophisticated; they usually are a combination of a mechatronic and a computer system.
The second reason lies in the nature of the tasks of the modules. Several modules have
to cooperate on different tasks with complex movement and timing constraints.

Similar to the cooperative agents domain, also this application domain fits the hy-
brid system modeling paradigm. A distributed hybrid model can be created to enable
mathematical analysis and possibly controller code generation. The reason for treating
manufacturing lines as a separate domain, lies in the nature of the modules. The move-
ment of manufacturing modules is mostly limited to a restricted area, as opposed to
the area of movement of the cooperating robots which is usually much larger. A very
common trend nowadays is to reduce the complexity of the single production module,
thereby enabling reconfigurable manufacturing lines.

As noted in [28] there are two different types of reconfigurability in the high-end printer
example which are both representative for the complete domain. The first type is physi-
cal reconfiguration of production modules in order to provide a new overall functionality,
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Figure 2.4: Polybot robot [24]: a) CAD drawing of third generation module. b) A
spider-like configuration with 21 modules. Taken from [46].

e.g. adding a duplex unit for two-side printing. The second type is reconfiguration of
the controllers of the different production modules for different tasks. Figure 2.3 shows
a controller structure for a printer. A sheet controller is responsible for the trans-
portation of a single sheet. As the sheet passes through the different stages, the set
of steered module controllers changes in the process of printing the sheet. Once the
sheet is processed, the corresponding sheet controller can be dissolved. Clearly with
both types of reconfiguration a hybrid reconfigurable modeling language might be a
very good approach to cope with the resulting complexity.

2.1.5 Modular Reconfigurable Robots

Modular reconfigurable robots systems are built up from homogeneous modules which
can be connected to each other [61]. Typically there are only a few different types
of modules, where each type is designed to be very orthogonal with respect to the
connection to other modules. In this way a number of many relative simple modules
can be connected to form a sophisticated robot. A very comprehensive overview of the
different existing modular robots systems can be found in Chapter 4 of [46].

In most cases a single module can be considered as an independent system. A typical
module is equipped with an embedded processor, actuators, sensors, and a power source.
The embedded processor is used to control the actuators and sensors of the module and
to handle communication with connected modules. The actuators allow the module to
couple (or decouple) itself to (from) other modules or to rotate part of the module in
order to achieve movement of the system as a whole. The sensor input is typically used
to guide connection with other modules or the get input from the system environment.

A modular reconfigurable robot system fits the paradigm of the reconfigurable distrib-
uted hybrid system modeling. Reconfigurability is one of the intended core functional-
ities of modular reconfigurable robots. Autonomous coupling and decoupling of robot
modules leads to reconfiguration of the complete modular robot system. This enables
many very interesting applications while at the same time it leads to very complex sys-
tems. Moreover each module can exhibit hybrid behavior and the control is distributed
across all modules.
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The ability of a modular robot to change its shape, leads to interesting applications.
In search and rescue and in planetary exploration, the type of terrain is unknown [59].
By adapting its shape, a modular robot could adapt itself to the terrain, e.g. changing
from a snake-like configuration into a spider-like configuration in case of encountered
obstacles [60]. This flexibility allows to use a single modular robot instead of a whole
set of different non-modular robots. If advanced enough, a modular robot system could
exist of millions of modules resembling a cell based organism. Such a system could
then repair itself by replacing defect modules by spare modules or by modules which
are superfluous elsewhere in the robot system.

Since research in the area of reconfigurable robots started only in the late eighties [29],
modular reconfigurable robot systems are still at the experimental stage. Most proto-
types have to rely on external sources of power. In many cases the distributed controllers
of the individual modules are effectively steered by a single connected server.

2.2 Target Application Domain

The main target application domain that will be considered in designing the reconfig-
urable distributed hybrid systems modeling language is the large-scale transportation
application domain. The reconfiguration aspect in this domain is well recognized and
explored, in fact it led to the first available programming language for reconfigurable
hybrid systems: SHIFT [22].

In addition to the large-scale transportation systems domain, also the modular reconfig-
urable robot domain is considered. This domain is rather new and still mostly limited
to the mechanical design of the modules. As a consequence, the modular reconfigurable
robots domain has many open questions and challenges in the field of controlling and
programming the modules. A reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling lan-
guage fitting the domain, may act as a first step in approaching the posed questions
challenges.

Another good reason why modular reconfigurable robots are also a target application
domain, is the resemblance to the large-scale transportation systems domain. In a
large-scale transportation system, vehicles move autonomous in an environment and
in certain situations they group together or react to each other. The same holds for
modular reconfigurable robot modules, though the grouping together part is here more
a physical act. In both cases the hybrid components (vehicles respectively modules)
change the physical or communication structure on the component level. Creation and
destruction of components is less obvious in the modular reconfigurable robot domain,
but may still take place, e.g. destruction of defect modules.

None of the other application domains discussed in the previous section is added as a
target domain. The number of application domains is limited to two similar domains, to
simplify the task of defining a reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling lan-
guage. However, this does not mean that the language will not be suitable as the other
application domains might or might not posses the same notions of reconfigurability.
Trying to design a language for more domains, could lead to an overly complex language,
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overextend the time-budget and result in an unfinished language.

There are various reasons why the remaining domains are not designated as belonging
to the target domain. The biochemical modeling domain requires a great deal of bio-
chemical knowledge which is absent in this case. Furthermore the domain is still at
a very early stage in which only simple models are created for which existing hybrid
modeling languages suffice. The cooperating agents domain is similar to the chosen tar-
get domains, but the reconfiguration aspect as far less prominent. The manufacturing
lines domain seems to be more specific than the other domains and there less relevant
information about the domain can be found.

2.3 Reconfiguration

The term reconfiguration is used in many different contexts and can have many different
meanings. In this thesis, the scope is limited to reconfiguration as encountered in the
target application domains: large-scale transportation systems and modular reconfig-
urable robots. Consequently, the first thing to do, is clearly define reconfiguration. This
will be done by defining the concept of a configuration and the operations or primitives
which can change a configuration.

The configuration concept and reconfiguration primitives in SHIFT are the starting
point in defining the notion of reconfiguration used in this thesis. The reconfigura-
tion primitives in SHIFT fit the large-scale transportation domain and seem to also
suit the modular reconfigurable robot domain. The SHIFT programming language was
primarily designed and used for the large-scale transportation systems application do-
main [22, 39]. Since a considerable amount of effort has been spent at the University
of Berkeley in creating and improving the language, the implemented concepts seem to
be very mature.

As mentioned earlier, large parts if the reconfiguration primitives of SHIFT are not
documented in detail. In the following two subsections, first the SHIFT language is
simplified as much as possible, while maintaining and at the same time documenting
the configuration concept and the reconfiguration primitives. Next, a definition of a
configuration together with a set of more abstract reconfiguration primitives will be
presented from which any remaining implementation bias is removed. This definition
will be used to extend an existing hybrid automata based modeling language with
reconfiguration.

2.3.1 SHIFT Configuration Concept and Reconfiguration Primitives

In this subsection the configuration concept and the reconfiguration primitives of the
SHIFT language are defined. Note that this section is not a mere copy or summary of a
part of a SHIFT paper or manual, but a combination of the publications on SHIFT [22,
21] and the reference manual of SHIFT [23] which is more implementation biased.
For this purpose the description in this subsection abstracts from all continuous and
discrete behavior which is not relevant for the reconfiguration primitives.
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A model consists of a world W , which is a tuple of a set of components C together with
a set of types T :

W = (C, T )

Each type t ∈ T consists of a two tuple:

t = (Lab,Ref )

with:
Lab : A set of labels of the type
Ref : A set of reference variables to other components

Each type acts as a framework for a component. The set Lab is an abstraction of the
externally visible part of the continuous and discrete state and events of a component,
where each label symbolizes either a variable or an event. A label could represent for
example an input or output variable of a type. Uniqueness of labels between different
types can be achieved by prefixing them with the type name. Both the set of labels and
the set of reference variables of a type are fixed. As a notational convenience the set of
labels and the set of reference variables of a type t are denoted as t.Lab, respectively
t.Ref.

Each component c ∈ C is an instantiation of a fixed type t ∈ T . Hence each component
c consists of a two tuple, similar to a type:

c = (L,R)

with:
L : A set of labels of the component
R : A function which maps the variables of t.Ref to other com-

ponents, i.e. an assignment of the reference variables of c.

The set L is an exact copy of the set Lab of the components type. An instantiation
of those labels is not relevant since this description abstracts from the hybrid non-
reconfiguration related behavior. Also here uniqueness of labels can be achieved by
prefixing it with the components name. R is a function Ref → C, where Ref is the
set of reference variables of the component’s type. An assignment to a specific ref-
erence variable corresponds to a reference (link) to another component to which the
component is either logically or physically connected. Note that referencing (linking) is
non-reciprocal. As a notational convenience the set of labels and the reference variable
mapping function of a component c are denoted as c.L, respectively c.R. This notation
of projection by means of using a name of the tuple element as a record name will be
used throughout the remainder of this thesis.

The set of types T in each world (C, T ) contains a type called NIL, i.e. NIL ∈ T . The
type NIL has neither labels nor reference variables and hence consists of two empty sets:
NIL = ({}, {}). Furthermore the set of components C in each world contains a single
constant instance of type NIL, named nil. The component nil is considered special in
the sense that a mapping of a reference variable to the component nil is not considered
as a link, but as an absence of a link. This becomes apparent below.
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The function E is defined as returning a set of all labels of components to which com-
ponent c links for a given component c. For that purpose first the set LC is defined
as the union of all labels of all components, assuming that all label names are prefixed
with their component’s name. Formally: LC =

⋃
d∈C

d.L. Note that d.L denotes the set

of labels of component d. Now E is formally defined:

E : C → LC , with

E(c) =
⋃

r∈t.Ref

((c.R)(r)).L , for c ∈ C of type t ∈ T .

The result set of applying E to a component c, contains the labels of components to
which component c links. Any reference to the nil component will not contribute any
labels and consequently not act as a link. The labels in E(c) symbolize the external
state and events of the linked components, that can be used in the description of the
continuous and discrete behavior of component c. Note that the continuous and discrete
state and behavior can be left out of the component description as those are not required
when defining the reconfiguration primitives.

The actual configuration of the world is now defined as being the of components C and
the specific mappings R of the components. Assuming a world W = (C, T ) is given, the
reconfigurations given below can take place. Since an abstracted view is presented and
only the reconfiguration itself is of importance, the time instant or the event at which
the reconfiguration happens is not relevant.

1. Adding a component: A component c ∈ C can create a new component cnew

of a type t ∈ T , if it has a reference variable v of type t. Component c creates
component cnew and adds a link to it (see below). As a consequence cnew will
be added to the set C, i.e. C := C ∪ {cnew}. The function R of cnew, maps all
variables to the component nil.

2. Removing a component: A component cr ∈ C will be removed from C, i.e.
C := C\{cr}, as soon as a) none of the other component in C links to cr any-
more and b) component cr is in a special stop state in which all behavior of the
component is stopped.

3. Adding a link: A component c ∈ C of type t ∈ T can add a link to a component
ca ∈ C by changing c.R such that c.R(v) = ca with v ∈ t.Ref, assuming that
c.R(v) = nil before1. Since each reference variable has a type associated to it, the
type of ca should match the type of v. Consequently component c now has access
to the labels of component ca.

4. Removing a link: Assume that a component c ∈ C has a link to a component
cr, i.e. component c has a reference variable v such that c.R(v) = cr. Component c
can remove the link to cr by setting c.R(v) to nil. If c.R(v) was the only reference
of component c to component cr, then component c has no access to the labels of
component cr anymore.

1Changing a link can be performed by adding a new link after removing the old link
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The description presented in this subsection contains some serious shortcomings. The
biggest shortcoming is the implementation bias, which is inevitable since the reconfigu-
ration primitives of SHIFT are not treated in the SHIFT model description part but only
mentioned in the SHIFT programming language description part [21, 23]. Examples of
disturbing elements in the description are the nil component and the component re-
moval primitive, since these are essentially low-level programming language constructs,
mixed into a pure mathematical description. Furthermore no formal semantics are given
for initialization of the world and the components. In order to give a more coherent and
specific description of the reconfiguration primitives and to remove any implementation
bias, the following subsection will present a further abstracted description.

2.3.2 Configuration Concept and Reconfiguration Primitives

In order to focus on the reconfiguration primitives and to remove any implementation
bias, this subsection presents an abstracted but in the mathematical sense more specific
description of the reconfiguration concept and the reconfiguration primitives. This
description will be used in the definition of the reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems
modeling language.

A model consists of a world W , which is a tuple of a set of components C together with
a set of types T :

W = (C, T )

Each component c ∈ C is of a fixed type t ∈ T . The set T is only defined in order to
state that the structure of new components has to be defined beforehand. The precise
definition of a type is not relevant for the reconfiguration aspect. Each component
c ∈ C consists of a three tuple:

c = (L,R,E)

with:
L : A set of labels of the component
R : A set of references (links) to other components to which the

component is either logically or physically connected
E : A set of used labels of linked components.

As a notational convention, also here the set of labels L of a specific component d is
denoted as d.L, and similarly for the other elements of the component description. The
set L is an abstraction of the externally visible part of the continuous and discrete
state and events of a component where each label symbolizes either a variable or an
event. The set of labels of any two components are assumed to be non-overlapping, i.e.
(∀d, e ∈ C : d 6= e ⇒ d.L ∩ e.L = ∅). Linking between components is not reciprocal.
The set E is an abstraction of the description of the continuous and discrete behavior
of a component, symbolizing which labels of other components are used in such a
description. Note that the continuous and discrete state and behavior can be left out of
the component description as those are not required when defining the reconfiguration
primitives.

Note that the set E is refined to the used labels of linked components. Furthermore the
set of labels of used linked components E is made explicit, compared to the description
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given in Section 2.3.1 where E is defined as a function. This is done because the use
of labels of linked components introduces a dependency which might be violated when
removing links. Consider as an example a world with a set of components C = c1, c2

such that c1.R = {c2}, c2.L = {l1}, and c1.E = {c2.l1}. In this situation, the set of used
labels of a linked component of c1 depends on the link from c1 to c2: a label of another
component can only be used if a link to the other component exists. Removing this
link would violate this dependency. Consequently, explicit care has to be taken to first
remove the used labels of a component before removing the link to that component.

A similar dependency exists between links to components and the existence of compo-
nents. Consider as an example a world with a set of components C = {c1, c2} such
that c1.R = {c2}. In this situation the set of links of c1 is also dependent on the set
of components C: a component can only link to an existing component. Removing
this other existing component would violate this dependency. Consequently, also here
explicit care has to be taken to first remove all links to a component before removing
the component self.

Both dependencies are expressed in separate world invariants, guaranteeing that the
world stays consistent. Assume a world W = (C, T ) is given, then the following two
invariants have to hold at any time:

Invariant 2.3.1. (∀c ∈ C : c.R ⊆ C)

Invariant 2.3.2. (∀c ∈ C : (∀e ∈ c.E : (∃r ∈ c.R : e ∈ r.L)))

Invariant 2.3.1 states that a component only is allowed to have links to components
existing in the world. This is mainly of importance when components are removed from
the world. Invariant 2.3.2 states that a component is only allowed to use labels of any
other component, if it has a link to that component. This invariant is important when
considering adding and removing links in a component.

The actual configuration of the world is defined to be the set of components C and
the specific values of the sets of links R of all components. Both sets are bound to
change as a result of a reconfiguration. Assuming a world W = (C, T ) is given, the
reconfigurations given below can take place. Since an abstracted view is presented and
only the reconfiguration itself is of importance, the time instant or the event at which
the reconfiguration happens is not relevant.

1. Adding a component: A component c ∈ C can create a new component cnew

of a type t ∈ T with cnew.R ⊆ C ∪ {cnew} and add it to the set C, i.e. C :=
C∪{cnew}. As a consequence components can now link to cnew and still maintain
invariants 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

2. Removing a component: A component c ∈ C can remove an arbitrary cr ∈ C
from the set C, i.e. C := C\{cr}. To maintain invariant 2.3.1, none of the
components should link to cr, i.e. (∀d ∈ C : cr /∈ d.R) 2.

3. Adding a link: A component c ∈ C can add an arbitrary ca ∈ C to its set c.R,
i.e. c.R := c.R ∪ {ca}. As a consequence component c can add labels of ca to its

2Note that this prerequisite trivially implies that invariant 2.3.2 is also maintained
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C1 C2

C1 C2

adding two links

Figure 2.5: Example reconfiguration of two modular robot modules.

set c.E without violating invariant 2.3.2.

4. Removing a link: A component c ∈ C can remove an arbitrary cr ∈ c.R from
c.R, i.e. c.R := c.R\{cr}. In order to maintain invariant 2.3.2, component c should
not use any labels of cr, i.e. (∀v ∈ cr.L : v /∈ c.E).

5. Adding a label: A component c ∈ C can add an arbitrary label l of a linked
component cl to its set of used labels of linked components, i.e. c.E := c.E ∪ {l}.
To ensure that invariant 2.3.2 is maintained, it has to hold that both cl ∈ c.R and
l ∈ cl.E.

6. Removing a label: A component c can remove any label l ∈ c.E from its set of
used labels of other components, i.e. c.E := c.E\{l}.

In a more practical context, it does not seem reasonable to require that a component
knows that no other component links to another component before being able to remove
it. The same might hold for the removal of links. Instead of having prerequisites to re-
moving a component or a link, the R respectively E sets could be updated automatically
in such a way that both invariants hold again. In a reconfigurable distributed mod-
eling language, this would correspond to removing links and the part of the behavior
description that depends on external visible state or events of the removed component.
Whether item five or six are explicit reconfiguration primitives, depends heavily on
the precise semantics of the language that will be extended with the reconfiguration
primitives.

Please note that more complex operations can be performed by series of the presented
primitives. As noted in the previous section, changing a link can be achieved by remov-
ing a link and then adding a new link. Similarly also one to many links can be created
by adding a number of separate links.
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Consider as an example the world W = ({C1, C2}, {RobotModule}), with two modular
robot components which both have the same type RobotModule. The components are
simplified versions of the Polybot reconfigurable robot modules [60]. Each module
has a motor at the center that enables rotation of the two parts of the module with
respect to each other, changing the angles θ1 and θ2. By changing the angles within
the modules, a modular robot consisting of a number of connected modules can move
forward in a snakelike fashion [58]. Since both components are of the same type, they
have the same signature: C1 = (∅, {θ1}, ∅) and C2 = (∅, {θ2}, ∅). Note that the angles
are named differently to prevent confusion. Figure 2.5 depicts a the reconfiguration
example in which both modules connect to each other as a result of adding two links:
C1 = ({C2}, {θ1}, ∅) and C2 = ({C1}, {θ2}, ∅). Adding a label to C1 results in C1 =
({C2}, {θ1}, {θ2}). In a more concrete setting this would amount to C1 having access
to the value of the angle θ2 of module C2, which could be used to adjust its own
movements.
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Chapter 3

Framework for Distributed
Hybrid Systems

In this chapter, first the language, which will be used as a starting point for extension
with reconfiguration, is selected from one of the existing distributed hybrid automata
based languages. Next the selected language will be presented, by first giving a small
application example followed by the syntax and semantics of the language.

3.1 Selection

Since there are already several well explored hybrid automata based formalisms, an
existing formalism is selected and extended with the given notion of reconfiguration
instead of defining a complete new formalism. The disadvantage of having to work
within a fixed framework of syntax and semantics is outweighed by the advantage of
having a well defined and thoroughly explored hybrid formalism at hand.

Extension with reconfiguration is only facilitated by formalisms which have support for
communicating, parallel hybrid automata. This requirement is a natural consequence of
the concept of configuration and the reconfiguration primitives described in the previous
chapter. The sole concept of (re)configuration is based on having a set of parallel,
communicating, hybrid components.

According to [49], three major (compositional) distributed hybrid automata based for-
malisms exist: Charon [6, 10], Masaccio [33], and Hybrid I/O Automata [41]. Charon
is developed at the University of Pennsylvania and has been used in two projects to
model hybrid systems. In addition Charon is also implemented, resulting in the Charon
Toolkit [56]: an editor and simulator for Charon models. Masaccio is developed by
Thomas Henzinger while he was still at Berkeley. Besides the initial publication on
Masaccio, not much is written about it. Most publications refer to it as one of the
existing distributed hybrid modeling languages without using it further. The Hybrid
I/O Automata language is mainly developed in Nancy Lynch’s group at MIT. Much
work has been published on different aspects of the discrete I/O Automata basis of Hy-
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brid I/O Automata [41, 44]. There is even some work on reconfiguration in the purely
discrete I/O Automata [13], but this has not been joined with the work on Hybrid
I/O Automata. As pointed out in [13], the whole collection of I/O Automata based
languages is primarily a (set-theoretic) mathematical model and that several concepts
have to be added on top of it as done in [44]. This makes the Hybrid I/O Automata
language a framework for a framework in which first some details have to be filled in,
before it can be used as a reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling language.
Note that the structure of the models of all three languages seem to fit the concept of
(re)configuration presented in the previous chapter.

Charon is chosen to be the base language and will in the remainder of this thesis be
extended with reconfiguration. Masaccio is discarded because of its limited documen-
tation and use. The Hybrid I/O Automata language is discarded because it seems to
be too high level to extend right away. Charon is by no means perfect, it contains some
legacy parts of reactive systems and the semantics are at times quite complex due to the
behavioral hierarchy offered. Nonetheless it seems to be the best choice considering the
circumstances. Charon is still being improved and all language experts are within reach
for personal communication while doing the research for this thesis at the University
of Pennsylvania. Furthermore it has very nice modeling features which will become
apparent in the next section in which a description of Charon is given.

3.2 Charon description

Charon is a modeling and simulation language for parallel composed hierarchical hybrid
automata. Unlike SHIFT it has well-defined compositional semantics, but unfortunately
no support for reconfiguration as described in Section 2.3. A Charon model consists of
a number of parallel composed agents, which can communicate with each other through
shared variables. Each agent can have one or more parallel composed top-level modes,
where each top-level mode resembles a hierarchical hybrid automata.

There are two version of Charon. The old version published in 2002 [6] and the new
version published in 2005 [10]. All papers and reports on Charon published before
2002 [5, 9, 8, 7], present the old Charon version. Both versions give a very similar
version of Charon, but differ on several semantic details. The mode semantics of the
new version are much simpler and closer to the hybrid automata paradigm. The agent
semantics of the new version, however, are changed to accommodate tightly coupled
concurrent processes such as threads running on the same processor and communicating
through shared variables. The agent semantics of the old version appears to be more
natural for loosely coupled systems as communication between agents resembles passing
of messages [10]. Since reconfiguration implies coupling and decoupling of agents, the
old agents semantics for loosely coupled systems seems to be the natural choice. So a
combination of the new mode semantics with the old agent semantics seems to fit the
intend of extension with reconfiguration and the corresponding application domains
best.

After giving an introductory example of Charon, the notation, syntax and semantics
of Charon are presented. Whereas the subsections concerning the mode syntax and
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dif{ d(v) == a }

Catch up

alg{ 1 < a < 2 }
inv{ dist > 50 }

input   real dist
output real a

Car 1

… 
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x1 x2
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Proximity sensor

local   real dist
input   real x1

alg{ dist == |x1 - x2| + v * ERR }

input   real x1, x2, v
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Control

dif{ d(x) == v }

input   real v
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Follow
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input   real dist
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dist > 50

Break

alg{ a == -1 }
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input   real dist
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output  real x

x x1 x1
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v
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dist < 20
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v

dist

dist
x

x

error

xxx2

Figure 3.1: Automatic highway control example.

semantics are largely copied and modified from the new version of Charon [10], the
subsections concerning the agent syntax, semantics, and operations are largely copied
and modified from the old version of Charon presented in [6]. Finally, before moving on
to the extension of Charon with reconfigurability, The Charon toolkit will be described.

3.2.1 Example

Figure 3.1 shows an automatic highway control example. Car one is the leading car
while car two follows car one. In order to follow the first car properly, car two has a
distance sensor, which measures the distance in meters to the car in front of car two up
to a certain error factor depending on the speed of the car. The distance is then used
to automatically control and adjust the speed of car two.

Figure 3.2 shows a partial Charon model of the two cars. Both cars are represented
by a separate agent drawn as a rectangle. In order to model the proximity sensor of
the second car, the position x of car one is communicated from the first car to the
second car. The small black box at the side of car one, indicates that car one writes
(defines) the value of x and the small white box indicates that car two reads the value
written by car one. To prevent ambiguity, the variable x is renamed to x1 within the
car two agent. Car two consists of three parallel composed, communicating subagents
with one top-level mode each. Note that by removing the boxes around the subagents
and renaming the variables, car two can be flattened into an agent with three top-level
modes, but without any subagents. Within each mode or submode, both denoted by
rounded rectangles, the continuous behavior is specified by giving algebraic, differential,
and invariant constraints in italics. The proximity sensor agent provides the distance
to car one, up to a certain speed-depending error ratio ERR. The control agent uses
the sensor data in order to speed up, slow down or keep the speed. The odometer agent
keeps track of the position of the car by measuring the distance traveled.

Note that the given example is a very simplified model and only serves the purpose of
introducing some of the graphical syntax and features of the Charon modeling language.
Possible improvements include, but are not restricted to modeling of sample time of the
proximity sensor and refining the control by adding additional modes to model for
example critical stops. Furthermore an initial state assignment for the variables of the
agents is lacking.
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dif{ d(v) == a }

Catch up

alg{ 1 < a < 2 }
inv{ dist > 30 }

input   real dist
output real a
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Car 1 output  real x
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Figure 3.2: Example Charon model of automatic highway control.
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3.2.2 Notation

Let T be a tuple (t1, t2, . . . , tn). The ith element of T is identified by T.ti. In other
words, the tuple element-names are used as record names and the period is used as a
selector operator. This notation is extended to sets of tuples as follows. Let ST be a
set of tuples with the same structure. The shorthand notation ST.ti will be used for⋃
T∈ST

T.ti.

Assume V is a set of typed variables. A valuation for V is a function mapping variables
in V to values, where the mapping is assumed to be type correct. The set of valuations
over V is denoted QV . Restriction of a valuation q ∈ QV to a set of variables W ⊆ V
is denoted as q[W ].

A flow for a set V of variables is a differentiable function f from a closed interval of
non-negative reals to the set of valuations: f : [0, δ] → QV , with δ ≥ 0 the duration
of the flow. The set of all flows for V is denoted as FV and defined as FV = {f :
[0, δ] → QV |δ ∈ R≥0}. Restriction of a flow f ∈ FV to a set of variables W ⊆ V is
denoted as f [W ]. Assuming that f has a duration δ, for every t ∈ [0, δ] it holds that
f [W ](t) = (f(t))[W ].

3.2.3 Mode syntax

Definition 3.2.1 (Mode). A mode M is a tuple (E,X, V, SM,Cons, T ), where E is a
set of entry control points, X is a set of exit control points, V is a set of variables, SM
is a set of submodes, Cons is a set of constraints, and T is a set of transitions.

The set of variables V of a mode are partitioned into subsets Va and Vd, the sets of analog
and discrete variables, respectively. In addition V is also partitioned into subsets Vg

and Vl, the sets of global and local variables, respectively. All local variables of different
modes are assumed to be non-overlapping. The set of derivatives of the variables in V
is denoted as d(V ).

SM is a finite set of submodes, admitting the hierarchy in modes. Each submode is a
mode as well. Each global variable of a submode must be a variable (either global or
local) of its parent mode, i.e. if N ∈ SM then N.Vg ⊆ V . This requirement induces a
natural scoping rule for variables in the hierarchy of modes: a local variable of a mode
is only accessible in its submodes but in no other modes.

The sets E and X are the sets of entry, respectively exit control points. Both sets contain
a distinguished default control point, representing default entry and exit: de ∈ E and
dx ∈ X. C denotes the set of all control points of the mode: C = E∪X∪SM.E∪SM.X.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of a mode with two submodes and some control points;
no transitions between entry and exit points are drawn. As a convention, the entry
control points are marked by white circles and the exit control points are marked by
black circles.

The finite set of constraints Cons, defines the flow permitted by M . Cons itself consists
of three parts. The invariant I defines when the mode can be active (similar to the
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M
sm1 sm2de

dx
de dx

e1 x1

e1
x1

de dx

Figure 3.3: Example of control points of a mode.

invariants of hybrid automata [32]). Furthermore, for an analogue variable x ∈ Va, Cons
may contain an algebraic constraint Ax, which defines the set of admissible values for x.
Alternatively Cons may contain a differential constraint Dx, which defines admissible
values for the derivative of x with respect to time, d(x). Every invariant and algebraic
constraint is a predicate which evaluates to true in a c ⊆ QV . A differential constraint
Dx is a predicate on V ∪ d(V ) which evaluates to true in a c ⊆ QV ∪ d(V ). An algebraic
constraint Ax is of the form x ./ g(x1, x2, . . . , xn), with ./= {≤, <, >, ≥, =}. Similarly,
a differential constraint Dx is of the form d(x) ./ g(x1, x2, . . . , xn), while invariants are
of the form g(x1, x2, . . . xn) ./ h(y1, y2, . . . , ym). A flow f is permitted by the mode if
for any value of t, every variable in f(t) satisfies all constraints in Cons.

T is a set of transitions of the form (e, α, x), where e ∈ E ∪SM.X, and x ∈ X ∪SM.E.
The action α includes a guard γ which is described below. A transition connects
control points of the mode or of its submodes and corresponds to an event in a hybrid
automaton. A mode is not allowed to have transitions from one of its entry points
directly to an exit point. It must enter one of its sub-modes first. Furthermore the set
of transitions can be classified into entry transitions (e ∈ E), exit transitions (x ∈ X),
and internal transitions (e ∈ SM.X and x ∈ SM.E).

A transition that originates at a default exit point of a submode is called a group tran-
sition of that submode. A group transition can be executed to interrupt the execution
of the submode. If a submode has been exited by a group transition, it must be entered
again through its default entry point to resume the interrupted execution. This will be
discussed in more detail the semantics of the mode presented in the next subsection.

Each transition has an action α with an incorporated guard γ. The guard is a predicate
over QV . A transition can only be taken if the mode is active and the the guard
evaluates to true for the current values of V . An action is a sequence of assignments
to local variables Vl and global variables Vg of the mode. Each assignment is of the
form x = g(x1, x2, . . . , xn), with x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ V . Each assignment in α is executed
sequentially, atomically, and instantaneously upon taking the transition. For example
y = g(x); z = h(y) amounts to y = g(x) ∧ z = h(g(x)). Any assignment in an action of
an entry transition may only depend on global variables and on local variables already
initialized by earlier assignments of the same action. This amounts to an initialization
before use of local variables, as encountered regularly in programming languages.

More formally an action α can be defined as a relation between the states of the vari-
ables. Resulting from the restriction to entry transitions, α is a relation from QVG

to
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QV if e ∈ E and from QV to QV otherwise. Consequently, a pair (q1, q2) ∈ α if and only
of q1 satisfies γ and q2 is the result of the assignment of the transition action performed
in state q1.

In the semantic definition two special types of modes will be considered. A mode N
is an atomic mode if it has no submodes, no transitions and only the default entry en
exit control points. Formally, N.E = {de}, N.X = {dx}, N.SM = ∅, and N.T = ∅. An
atomic mode models steps of purely continuous behavior according to the constraints in
N.Cons. It would make no sense to discriminate different entry and exit points, since
any entry and exit corresponds to an interruption or continuation of the behavior of
the atomic mode. A top-level mode denotes the highest level of the hierarchical hybrid
state automaton and is part of the behavioral description of an (atomic) agent. A top-
level mode N has no non-default exit points and a single non-default entry point init.
Formally, N.E = {init}, and N.X = ∅.

3.2.4 Informal Mode Operational Semantics

Since the precise mode semantics contain a lot of technical details, first an informal
version of the semantics will be presented. The execution of each mode consists of a
sequence of alternating discrete and continuous steps.

During each continuous step, the variables of the mode evolve according to the differ-
ential and algebraic constraints1 of the currently active modes. This set of currently
active submodes is denoted as the control state. Figure 3.4 gives an example of a top-
level mode (transitions are not shown), where all active modes are marked by a thick
line. The set of constraints of each mode is printed in italic in the bottom part of each
mode. To the right of the top-level mode, the mode hierarchy is shown, also with the
active modes marked by a thick line. Traversing the hierarchy from the atomic mode
M2.2.1 up to the top level mode, the set of constraints C2.2.1, C2.2, C2, C are collected,
which together make up the complete set of constraints for the top level mode. Note
that at any time, only a single atomic mode is active.

Each discrete step is a change from one active atomic mode to another active atomic
mode (possibly the same). When flattening the tree of the mode hierarchy, this would
amount to a single transition between two atomic modes, equivalent to transitions in a
hybrid automata. However, to make such a discrete step in the mode hierarchy, a series
of one or more enabled transitions has to performed. Depending on the actual discrete
step, the corresponding series of transitions ascends the mode hierarchy to a certain
point, in order to descend from that point on to end in an atomic mode again. The
sequence of transitions in a discrete step occur instantaneously and atomically. Besides
the (possible) actual change of the active atomic submode and hence also the control
state, the actions of the transition of the discrete step are executed, possibly changing
the variables of the modes.

Figure 3.5 shows an example top-level mode with shaded atomic modes. For all non-
atomic modes the default entry and exit points are left out, as well as any group

1The mode invariants only trigger a discrete step and hence only have an indirect effect on the
evolvement of the continuous variables
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Figure 3.4: Active modes depicted as a hierachy.
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transition. The simplest discrete step would correspond to an internal transition of an
atomic mode. In this case the control state does not change. A discrete step from mode
N to N ′ would consist of a single transition, which is hidden inside mode M ′ when
viewing at the level of the top-level mode. A discrete step from the atomic mode N
to M consists of two transitions. First a transition to exit the submode M ′ has to be
taken (dx to x2), followed by a transition from M ′ to M (x2 to de). Note that in each
discrete step no intermediate atomic modes are visited, i.e. changing from atomic mode
N ′ being active to atomic mode M being active is not possible in a single discrete step
in the given example. This would require at least three discrete steps.

3.2.5 Mode Operational Semantics

The state of a mode M consists of the valuation of all variables of the mode and its
submodes, M.V∗, computed recursively as M.V∗ = M.V ∪ M.SM.V∗. Various forms
of q will be used to denote the state of a mode. The control state of a mode and its
submodes is captured by a special history variable introduced below.

In order to keep track of the location of the discrete control the notion of active mode
is used. At any time exactly one atomic mode is active and all of its ancestors in the
mode hierarchy are as well. Consequently the top-level mode of an agent is always
active and has one active submode. The active submode of a mode M is stored in a
new local variable h ∈ M.Vl also denoted as M.h, which is introduced into each mode
that has submodes. This history variable h of a mode M can take values from the
set M.SM ∪ {ε}. A submode N of M is active if M is active and if M.h = N . The
value ε represents the situation in which M has finished its execution and has given
control to another mode. In cases where a mode is interrupted during execution (see
further below), the history variable stores the submode active prior to interruption.
Upon reactivation of the mode through entering via the default entry point, the history
variable is used to continue normal execution of the mode.

The history variable is manipulated by extending the action relations of each transition
(e, α, x) of M . Given α, a new action α′, replacing α, is defined as follows. Let (q, q′) ∈
α. If x is an entry point of a submode N , then q′(M.h) = N , otherwise q′(M.h) = ε.
If e is an exit point of a submode N ′, then q(M.h) = N ′, otherwise if e is the default
entry point of M and the transition is a reactivation of M after an interruption, it has
to hold that q(M.h) 6= ε. Phrased differently, when a submode N is entered it becomes
the new active submode and a transition that leaves a submode N ′ can only be taken if
N ′ is active. If the transition enters a submode N ′, then N ′ is the new active submode.
Note that every mode has its own history variable which is initialized upon entering
the mode. As long as a mode is not entered, the value of the history variable is not
of importance. Hence no global initialization of all history variables of all modes is
necessary.

On the other hand, group transitions of M interrupt the mode execution without re-
setting the history variable in order to be able to restart the execution of M when the
mode is entered via de default exit point later. In special cases M can be exited by a
group transition and afterwards be entered trough a non-default entry point. In these
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Figure 3.6: The history variable and group transitions.

cases, the history information is simply abandoned. To allow for this scenario, the his-
tory variable in not required to be ε for an entry transition to occur. In case a mode is
entered through a default entry point while previously exiting the mode trough a non-
default exit point, no history is recorded. In this case the mode is non-deterministically
entered through one of its regular entry points.

Figure 3.6 demonstrates the concept of the history variable, group transitions and how
re-entries of a mode are handled. All transitions have their guard and action placed next
to them. Guard predicates and action assignments which are left out, are considered
to be true and the identity action respectively. The group transitions are represented
by grey dotted arrows. The following paragraphs formalize the demonstrated concepts
by giving formal transition relations.

A discrete step of a mode consists of a number of transitions. When viewing a mode
from a higher level in the mode hierarchy, three kinds of information are captured in
three relations. The first relation RD captures what kind of steps the mode can take
without relinquishing control. Viewed externally, such a step is seen as a change in the
variables of the mode. Since the mode retains control, such steps are called internal
steps of the mode. The second and the third (groups of) relations Rx (for x ∈ X) and
Re (for e ∈ E) capture how the mode can relinquish control via an exit point x and
how the mode can acquire control via an entry point e, respectively. These changes in
control are called exit and entry steps. These two (groups of) relations also capture
the handling of group transitions resulting from interrupts of modes. All three relations
operate on QV , the valuations of the set of variables V of the mode.

An atomic mode has a single internal step, which is the idling step. It is enabled if
and only if the invariant of the mode is satisfied. So, for each state q such that I(q),
(q, q) ∈ RD. Further an atomic mode can be entered and exited at any time and, since
it does not have any entry or exit transitions, the state is not changed on entry or exit.
That is, for all q, (q, q) ∈ Rde and (q, q) ∈ Rdx.
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For a composite mode M , the entry relations Re (e ∈ M.E) and exit relations Rx

(x ∈ M.X) are constructed from the actions of entry transitions and the exit transitions
of the submodes of M . For each entry transition (e, α, e′), it holds that (q, q′) ∈ Re if
for some q′′, (q, q′′) ∈ α and if e′ is an entry point of a submode M ′, (q′′, q′) ∈ M ′.Re′ .
For the default entry point, (q, q) ∈ Rde whenever q(h) 6= ε, which means that the
execution of M has been previously interrupted by a group transition. When q(h) = ε,
a non-deterministic initialization occurs and thus (q, q′) ∈ Rde whenever (q, q′) ∈ Re

for some non-default entry point e. Similarly, for each exit transition (x′, α, x) of a
composite mode, (q, q′) ∈ Rx if for some q′′, (q, q′′) ∈ M ′.Rx′ and (q′′, q′) ∈ α. Also,
M can be interrupted by a group transition at any moment during its execution and
thus has to be always ready to exit by the default exit. Therefore, for every q such that
q(h) 6= ε, (q, q) ∈ Rdx. Note that the guards of transitions are already incorporated into
the notation of a state change being an element of an action and hence do not need to
be taken into account separately.

Internal steps of a composite mode M are either internal steps of M changing the cur-
rently active submode or internal steps of the currently active submode of M , M.h. If a
transition of the mode is involved in the step, then the source submode of the transition
should be the active submode and allow an exit step that matches the transition, and
also the target submode of the transition should allow a matching entry step. Conse-
quently, (q, q′) ∈ RD if there exists a state q0 that agrees with q on the values of output
and local variables of Vo ∪ Vl (q0[Vo ∪ Vl] = q[Vo ∪ Vl]) and

• For an active submode N , it holds that (q0[N.V∗], q′[N.V∗]) ∈ N.RD and
q0[V∗\N.V∗] = q′[V∗\N.V∗], or

• The following three conditions hold:

– There exists an exit point x of the active submode N such that for some q1,
(q0[N.V∗], q1[N.V∗]) ∈ N.Rx;

– There exists an entry point e of a submode N ′ such that for some q2,
(q2[N ′.V∗], q′[N ′.V∗]) ∈ N ′.Re; and

– There exists a transition (x, α, e) ∈ M.T such that (q1, q2) ∈ α.

During a continuous step, the control state of the mode does not change, but the
variables evolve continuously according to the dynamics of the mode and its active
submode. Continuous steps of a mode M are captured by the relation RC . The relation
RC ⊆ QV × FV gives for every state q of M , the set of flows from q. RC is obtained
from the constraints of a mode and relation N.RC of its active sub-mode. Given a state
Q of a mode M , (q, f) ∈ RC if and only if the following three conditions hold:

• The flow f is permitted by M , i.e. f satisfies all constraints in M.Cons;

• (q[N.V∗], f [N.V∗]) ∈ N.RC ; and

• For each variable x, q(x) = f(0)(x) unless M has an algebraic constraint Ax.

Note that the last condition implies that algebraic constraints can introduce disconti-
nuities at the initial state of a flow.
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To ensure that a mode is executable, i.e. to be able to give operational semantics for
a mode and further on for an agent containing modes, several additional requirements
have to be imposed on a mode. On the one hand, constraints of a mode should al-
ways yield a non-empty set of flows. On the other hand, the mode must always be
able to complete a step from one atomic mode to another without being ”stuck” in be-
tween. The corresponding requirements are listed below. Modes complying with those
requirements are referred to as well-defined modes.

• Modes do not have redundant variables, i.e. each input variable is used and each
output variable is updated in the mode or its submode. This is needed to ensure
that transitions and constraints with input variables are defined at all times.

• Each local variable of a mode is initialized by every entry transition of the mode,
and every exit transition of the mode assigns every local variable a designated
undefined value. This ensures that constraints and transitions with local variables
are defined at the times they are in effect or taken.

• Within a mode and its submodes no circular dependencies between variables in
the algebraic constraints exist. More specific, consider a multi-edged graph with
as nodes all variables used in a mode and one edge from node v to v′ if v is used in
the right-hand side of an algebraic constraint on v′. This graph should be acyclic.

• A mode cannot be blocked at any of its non-default control points. Formally, for
every e of M that is not de in M or dx in one of the submodes of M , the union
αe of all actions originating at e is complete, that is, for every q there is a q′ such
that (q, q′) ∈ αe.

Definition 3.2.2 (Mode operational semantics). The operational semantics of
the mode M , OS(M) is defined to be a six tuple consisting of its control
points, variables, continuous step relation, and discrete step relations: OS(M) =
(M.E ∪M.X,M.V∗,M.RC ,M.RD, {M.Re|e ∈ M.E}, {M.Rx|x ∈ M.X}).

The operational semantics define a transition system R over the states of a mode M .
Each transition in this system corresponds to one of the following : a discrete step of
the mode, a continuous step of the mode, or an environment step. An environment step
amounts to a discrete or continuous step of the surroundings of the mode, during which
the mode is inactive.

A transition of the transition system representing a continuous step of the mode is

denoted by q1
(f,t)→ q2 if (q1, f) ∈ RC , with f defined on the interval [0, t] and f(t) = q2.

A transition of the transition system representing a discrete step of the mode is an
entry step, an exit step or an internal step. An entry step is denoted by q1

e→ q2 if
(q1, q2) ∈ Re, an exit step is denoted by q1

x→ q2 if (q1, q2) ∈ Rx, and an internal step is
denoted by q1

d→ q2 if (q1, q2) ∈ RD. A transition of the transition system representing
an environment step is denoted by q1

ε→ q2 if q1[Vl] = q2[Vl].

The transition system starts with zero or more environment transitions2, followed by
2The initial values of global variables of top-level modes will be defined in the agent containing the

top-level mode
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an entry transition. Next a continuous transition followed by either an exit transition
or an internal transition takes place. Subsequently, the complete pattern repeats. An
execution of a mode is now a path through the graph of R:

q0
ε→ q1

ε→ . . .
ε→ qn

e→ qn+1
(f1,t1)→

(
qn+2+i

d→ qn+3+i
(f2+i,t2+i)→

)∗
qm

x→ qm+1
ε→ . . .

The notation (t)∗ denotes zero or more repetitions of transitions t, where the states in
between the transitions are possibly different. Note that based on the definition of Re,
Rx, and RD all transitions within a top-level mode and all of its (recursive) submodes
are reflected in Re, Rx, and RD. Consequently, no environment transitions appear in
the transition system defined by a top-level mode.

3.2.6 Agent Syntax

Definition 3.2.3 (Agent). An agent A is a tuple (TM,V, I), where TM is a set of
top-level modes, V a set of variables, and I is a set of initial states.

The top-level modes collectively define the behavior of the agent. The set of variables V
is partitioned into two sets: a set of local variables Vl and a set of global variables Vg. All
global variables of the agents have to originate in some top-level mode, i.e. TM.V ⊆ V
and Vg ⊆ TM.Vg. The set of initial states I ⊆ QV specifies possible initializations of
the variables of the agent. A primitive agent has a single top-level mode, whereas a
composite agent has many top-level modes.

3.2.7 Agent Operational Semantics

The state of an agent consists of the valuations of all its variables V .

Similar to the execution of a mode, the execution of an agent is a sequence of discrete
updates to the variables interleaved with flows, starting in one of the initial states. An
execution of an agent is constructed from the relations Re (e ∈ E), Rx (x ∈ X), RD,
and RC from its top-level modes. For a fixed initial state q0, each mode M ∈ TM
starts out in the state qM at the initM point, where initM is the non-default entry
point of M and q0[M.V ] = qM . As long as any top-level mode is still at its initial
point, no continuous step can be taken. Consequently any execution of an agent with
|A.TM | = k, will start with exactly k discrete entry steps. Note that by definition
of the relations Rinit of the top-level modes, such an entry step results in a series of
entry steps in the mode hierarchy leading all the way to an atomic mode and hence
enabling a path of active modes in the mode hierarchy. As soon as all top-level modes
have taken their initial step the agent will make an alteration of continuous steps and
discrete steps. In a continuous step of the agent, all top-level modes participate and
take a continuous step. In a discrete step of the agent, however, only one top-level
mode takes a discrete step, while the private variables of all other top-level modes in
the agent remain unchanged.

More formal, an execution of an agent A with |A.TM | = k is a sequence q0
e→ q1

e→
. . .

e→ qk
λ1→ qk+1

λ2→ . . . such that
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• q0[A.V ] ∈ A.I. That is, q0 amounts to an initial state.

• for every 0 ≤ i < k, there is a M ∈ A.TM such that (qi[M.V ], qi+1[M.V ]) ∈
M.Rinit. That is, the first k steps initialize the top level modes.

• for every i ≥ k, one of the following holds

– qi
(f,t)→ qi+1 such that f is defined on [0, t] and f(t) = qi+1, and for every mode

M ∈ A.TM , (qi[M.V ], f [M.V ]) ∈ M.RC . That is, the step is a continuous
step, in which every top-level mode takes part.

– qi
o→ qi+1 with i > k and o ∈ {e, x, d}, there is a M ∈ A.TM such that

(qi[M.V ], qi+1[M.V ]) ∈ {M.Re|e ∈ M.E}∪{M.Rx|x ∈ M.X}∪M.RD. That
is, the step is a discrete step by one of the modes.

3.2.8 Agent Operations

To give a semantics to a group of parallel composed agents, three operations on agents
are introduced: Variable hiding, variable renaming, and parallel composition. These
operations are used to define systems of parallel composed agents.

Variable hiding is achieved through applying the hiding operator, which makes a set
of agent variables private. This restricts unwanted communication between agents.
Given an agent A = (TM,V, I), the agent A − {Vh} = (TM,V ′, I) with V ′

l = Vl ∪ Vh,
V ′

g = Vg − Vh.

Variable renaming changes global variable names to allow agents to communicate and
avoid name clashes. When an agent is instantiated multiple times, the global variables
of different agents instances are renamed differently to avoid name clashes and to enable
communication with the right agents. Formally, variable renaming is achieved through
replacing a set of variables in an agent A with another set of variables. Let V1 =
{x1, . . . , xn}, V2 = {y1, . . . , yn} be sets with corresponding indexed variables with V1 ⊆
A.Vg and V2 ∩ Vl = ∅. Then, A[V1 := V2] is an agent with the set of global variables
(A.Vg − V1) ∪ V2.

Parallel composition of two agents is denoted by A1||A2, and results in an agent A =
(TM,V, I) with A.TM = A1.TM∪A2.TM , A.Vg = A1.Vg∪A2.Vg, A.Vl = A1.Vl∪A2.Vl,
and if q ∈ A.I then q[A1.V ] ∈ A1.I and q[A2.V ] ∈ A2.I.

3.2.9 Charon Toolkit

The Charon toolkit [56] is a tool in which Charon models can be modeled and simulated.
The precise syntax of agents that can be modeled in the Charon toolkit slightly differs
from the formal syntax of Charon as presented above.

In the Charon toolkit a model consists of a number of parallel composed agents which
can communicate with each other through shared variables. Each agent can have one
or more parallel composed subagents. An agent with no subagents is called an atomic
agent and has only a single top-level mode. Consequently, the terms atomic agent
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and top-level mode are sometimes used interchangeably. The structure of the top-level
modes is exactly the same as in Charon. As an additional feature the Charon toolkit
offers instantiation of pre-defined agents and modes.

Even though there seem to be some differences between a Charon toolkit model and a
Charon model, all differences are syntactic sugar to make specification of Charon toolkit
models easier. Agents and modes can be easily instantiated statically before simulating
a model. In a similar fashion the agent hierarchy can be flattened by subsequently
applying the parallel composition and hiding operations defined on agents, resulting in
atomic agents with a set of submodes.

The example model given in Figure 3.2 in subsection 3.2.1 is in fact a Charon toolkit
model which can be reduced to a Charon model by applying the defined agent opera-
tions.
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Chapter 4

Framework for Reconfigurable
Distributed Hybrid Systems

In this chapter, first the approach followed in extending Charon with reconfiguration
will be presented. Next, some additional notation will be introduced, followed by the
syntax extension. Based on the presented syntax extension, the informal semantics
along with the main design decisions and motivations will be presented. The informal
semantics will then be formalized by defining the operational semantics. The chapter
will be concluded by discussing some characteristics of the language extension.

4.1 Approach

The syntax and semantics of Charon are extended in order to facilitate the concept of
(re)configuration defined in Section 2.3. The precise syntax extension is partly inspired
by the SHIFT modeling language and partly by problems encountered while modeling
two example models (Chapter 5) in the new syntax. The semantic extension is restricted
by the Charon semantics and inspired by the same two example models.

The components defined in Section 2.3 are mapped onto Charon agents. As a con-
sequence of both this mapping and the absence of hierarchical agents in Charon, the
agents also represent grain-size of reconfiguration. If desired, reconfiguration of sub-
agents within an agent can be enabled later on, by adding the notion of agent hierarchy.
Agent hierarchy will not be considered in this extension, to limit the complexity of the
extension. Adding too many features at once could easily result in a overly complex
and unfinished language.

As a result of not adding agent hierarchy to the extension, reconfiguration of subagents
within an agent is not possible in this approach. This is an acceptable limitation
as in both target application domains, large-scale transportation system and modular
reconfigurable robots, reconfiguration only takes place on the level of components or
agents, e.g. robot modules or vehicles. Note that the extension still can be used to
specify hierarchical agents without reconfiguration between subagents, by flattening
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the (sub)agent structure resulting in a single agent with a number of top-level modes.

Since only the extension of Charon will be defined, confusion might arise between
Charon as defined in subsection 3.2 on one hand and the reconfiguration extension
of Charon on the other hand. To make a clear distinction between both, the extended
version will be referred to as R-Charon. As the Charon description is not altered, the
following sections present only the extension to the syntax and semantics of Charon,
resulting in R-Charon.

4.2 Notation

In addition to the notation defined in the Charon description, some notation about
valuations and lists is added.

Assume that V is a set of variables and QV the set of al valuations over V . Function
application of a valuation q ∈ QV to a variable v ∈ V is written as q(v) and returns the
value of the variable v.

For the purpose of specifying the creation and destruction of agents in the semantics,
ordered sets of elements, i.e. lists, are introduced. A list l with elements a1, a2, . . . , an

is written as 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉. A list with zero elements is written as 〈 〉. Concatenation
of two lists la = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉, lb = 〈b1, b2, . . . , bm〉 is denoted by la a lb and results in
the list 〈a1, a2, . . . , an, b1, b2, . . . , bm〉.

4.3 Syntax extension

The syntax of Charon is extended to accommodate the six reconfiguration primitives
of Section 2.3. These primitives are: creation and destruction of agents, adding and
removing links between agents, and adding and removing referenced labels of agents.
Opposing to the Charon description, the syntax is presented in a top-down fashion.
Although counterintuitive for a modular modeling language, this approach is more
suitable since high-level notions are introduced which are relevant at the lower level.

4.3.1 System Syntax

Formally, each Charon model consists of a single agent, (statically) constructed by
parallel composition of a set of communicating agents. Since in an R-Charon model
agents can be dynamically created and destroyed, this simplification towards a single
agent is not possible anymore. Moreover, when creating new agents dynamically, the
structure of the agent has to be known beforehand. For this purpose an R-Charon sys-
tem is defined as:

Definition 4.3.1 (System). An R-Charon system is a tuple (S,A), where S is a set of
structures and A is a set of parallelly composed agents. Each agent is an instantiation
of a structure from the set S.
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4.3.2 Structure Syntax

Assume that a system Sys = (S,A) is given. A structure is then defined as follows:

Definition 4.3.2 (Structure). A structure S ∈ S is a tuple (TM,V ), where TM is a
set of top-level modes and V is a set of typed variables.

A structure is a blueprint for an agent. A primitive structure has a single top-level
mode, whereas a composite structure has more than one top-level mode. The top-level
modes of the structure collectively define the behavior of each R-Charon agent which
is an instance of the structure. The set of top-level modes consists of R-Charon modes,
which are Charon modes extended as described in the mode syntax section further
below. The set of variables V is partitioned into two sets: a set of local variables Vl

and a set of global variables Vg. All global variables of a structure S have to originate
in some top-level mode, i.e. S.Vg ⊆ S.TM.Vg. As in Charon, a variable can be of any
type, as long as it has a type correct valuation.

To facilitate dynamic linking between agents, global as well as local variables represent-
ing a link to an agent of a certain structure S are made explicit. Such variables will
also be denoted as reference variables.

A straightforward choice for the type of reference variables would be any S ∈ S. In
the modular robot and large-scale transportation domain, however, it is very common
that a system contains groups of similar agents of which one or more have a slightly
changed behavior like faulty behavior or leadership behavior, while still having a very
similar set of global variables. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the problem introduced by
this, by giving a modular robot self-repair example [45]. The agents C1, C2, and C3 all
represent homogeneous modular robot modules. In this system module C2 exhibits a
slightly different behavior than the other two modules and hence must be of a different
structure than C1 and C3. Assume that the systems is designed to investigate how
well the modular robot can recover after a single module is found to be defect (C2

in this case). A recovery scenario would then look as following: C1 and C3 both
(physically) disconnect from C2, abandon C2, and reconnect again. Consider that
physical connection is modeled by setting the back and front reference variables. In
case reference variables would be typed as structures, two distinct reference variables
would be required to accommodate for both links a modular robot module agent can
have. This would introduce a need for case distinction in the model unnecessarily
complicating the model of the system.

To overcome the demonstrated shortcoming of structure typed reference variables, the
notion of interfaces is introduced. Denote the the interface of an Agent A of structure S
as S.Vg and the set of interfaces I as I = {S.Vg|S ∈ S}. In this notation the type of the
variables in Vg is assumed to be incorporated into the set Vg. As duplicate interfaces
are filtered out of I, the definition of I induces a surjection from the set S to the set I.

The type of a reference variable can be any I ∈ I, possibly representing a link to an
agent with a compatible interface J . An agent with interface I1 is compatible to a
reference variable of type interface I2, if all variables available in I2 are also present in
I1, i.e. I2 ⊆ I1. Note that the compatibility relation defines a partial order on I and as
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?  front
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global ?  back
?  front
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front Mspecial

C2 : R2 C3 : R1

Structures:

Agents:

Figure 4.1: Limitation of structure typed reference variables in a self-repair example.

such is anti-symmetric.

The above definition of I and compatibility enabled interface specialization, allows
a more flexible assignment of agents to reference variables. Reconsider the example
shown in Figure 4.1. Both structures R1 and R2 can easily be defined to have the
same interface by choosing the same interface type for the reference variables in both
structures. Then the front as well as the back variables can store a reference to both
types of agents.

Besides adding and removing links, also new agents can be created and existing agents
can be destroyed. In other words, the number of linked agents may change as the
system evolves. To cope with a dynamic number of links to agents, set-valued agent
reference variables are introduced. Such a variable can store a set of references to
agents compatible to a single fixed interface I ∈ I. Such set-valued reference variables
are particularly useful in cases in which a single structure needs to store references to
all agents in the system, e.g. to model an environment. For notational convenience the
term reference variables is extended to include set-valued reference variables as well. No
explicit operations on sets are defined, since these have no big impact on the semantics.
Instead, operations needed for a certain system can be defined and used per case.

The concept of reference variables introduces another partitioning of V into two sets:
the set of reference variables and set-valued reference variables Vr and the set of non-
reference variables Vnr.

Figure 4.2 gives a graphical representation of an example structure S1. The structure
has three top-level modes which are represented by rounded boxes and are left unspec-
ified. In the top-right corner the global and local variables of S1 are listed. The global
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Structure S1

...

global int v4
I3 ref2

local real v1, v2, v3
I2 ref1
set( I3 ) refset    ...

ref2

...
ref1

v4

Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the structure syntax.

variable part defines the interface of this structure. S1 has two single-valued reference
variables ref1 and ref2 , each depicted by an outwards pointing arrow. In addition S1

has a set-valued reference variable refset . The reference variables ref1 and ref2 each can
store a single reference to an agent of a structure compatible to further not specified
interfaces I2 and I3, respectively. The set-valued reference variable refset can store an
arbitrary number of references to agents of a structure of which the interface is com-
patible to the interface I3. Since structures only define the outline of agents, none of
the variables of the structure are instantiated. The global variables of S1 are depicted
by black boxes on the edge of the type, to show that those variables are accessible from
the outside.

4.3.3 Agent Syntax

Each agent A ∈ A is of a certain structure S ∈ S, i.e. there exists a function
s : A → S mapping each agent to a structure. The structure of each agent remains
fixed throughout its entire lifespan. An agent is defined as follows:

Definition 4.3.3 (Agent). An agent A ∈ A of structure s(A) is a tuple (TM,V, I),
where TM is a set of top-level modes, V a set of variables, and I is an initialization
assignment for the variables of A.

The set of top-level modes is a copy of the set of top-level modes of the structure of the
agent. The set of variables is a copy of the set of variables of the structure of the agent
extended with a special fixed variable this, always referring to the agent self. This
special variable can be used to set properly typed global reference variables of other
agents to refer to itself. In short, an agent is an instantiation of a structure, comparable
to a variable in a typed programming language. In fact this agent definition is very
similar to the syntax of a Charon agent.

Figure 4.3 gives a graphical representation of two example agents A1 and A2. By
convention the name of an interface of a structure S and hence also the name of the
type of a reference variable, will from now on be denoted by IS . Agent A1 has a link
to agent A2, i.e. the reference variable ref1 of agent A1 is set to refer to agent A2.
Even though the names of the variables and top-level modes of both agents overlap,
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Agent A1 : S1

ref1

ref2

Agent A2 : S2

ref1M1 M2 M3 M1 M2

v2 v3 v4v4

global real v4
IS3 ref2

local real v1, v2, v3
IS2 ref1

IS1 global real v2, v3, v4

local bool v1
IS3 ref1

IS2

Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of the agent syntax.

all variables and top-level modes are distinct since they are part of different agents.
For example, both variables v4 of the agents A1 and A2 are completely different and
not coupled name-wise. Note that the valuations of all reference variables of all agents
together define the configuration state of the world.

4.3.4 Mode syntax

The high-level definition of the mode is left unchanged:

Definition 4.3.4 (Mode). A mode M is a tuple (E,X, V, SM,Cons, T ), where E is a
set of entry control points, X is a set of exit control points, V is a set of variables, SM
is a set of submodes, Cons is a set of constraints, and T is a set of transitions.

The sets of entry and exit points, the set of submodes, and the set of variables1 remain
unchanged. The syntax of the set of constraints and the set of transitions is extended to
facilitate the reconfiguration primitives. Before presenting the precise syntax extension
of the constraints and transitions, the required concepts, notation, and operations are
introduced.

In R-Charon the configuration of the agents and the system can change as the system
evolves. Hence, the Charon concept of using fixed agent input and output variables in
the description of a mode is slightly changed. Now modes can use the global variables
of all agents to which they have a reference. However, allowing more than one agent
to write a global agent variable at the same time could lead to strange and undesirable
behavior. To prevent this, all global agent variables except for the (discrete) global
reference variables are defined to be single writer variables. This is achieved by making
those global variables read-only for all modes of agents other than the agent of which
the variable is part.

Making also global reference variables of agents read-only, would severely limit the
reconfiguration possibilities. Figure 4.4 shows an example situation with two agents.
If all global variables of agents were read-only, it would be impossible to make agent
A2 aware of the presence of agent A1. More precisely, it would be impossible to model
bi-directional communication between the two agents without having a third agent

1Except for the fact that variables in V can now also be reference variables.
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Agent A1 : S1

refa

Agent A2 : S2

refb

... ... ...

global IS2 refa
...

IS1 global IS1  refb
...

IS2

Figure 4.4: Scenario with read-only global reference variables.

with the proper reference variables. Since the main purpose of R-Charon is to express
reconfigurability, global reference variables of agents are chosen to be not read-only.
In short, the set of variables Vr ∩ Vg of an agent can be read and also written by a
mode external to the agent, whereas the set of variables Vg\Vr of an agent is read-only.
The advantage of a much higher expressivity outweighs the disadvantage of allowing
uncontrolled change of references.

To use global agent variables of referenced agents in a mode, some notation is intro-
duced. Reconsider the example given in Figure 4.3, in which agent A1 has a link to
agent A2. The interface of A2 is trivially compatible to the interface of the reference
variable ref1. As long as A1 has a link to A2, any of the modes in A1 can use any of
the variables specified in I2

2 of A2 by using any of ref1.v1, ref1.v2, ref1.v3, ref1.ref1 in
its constraints or transitions.

To enable creation and destruction of agents, the syntax of the action part of the
transitions of the modes is extended with two special operations: create and destroy.
The create action has three arguments. A create operation is represented by a three
tuple of the form (vr, Init , S), with vr the reference variable which will refer to the agent
to be created, Init ∈ QS.V an initialization assignment of the variables of the agent,
and S the structure of the agent to be created. Similar to assignments to reference
variables, the interface of the given structure is required to be compatible to the interface
type of the reference variable. The initialization is of the form (v1 := Val i1 , v2 :=
Val i2 , . . . , vm := Val im), with v1, . . . , vm the variables of the structure or agent, and
Val i1 , . . . ,Val im the values to be assigned.

The destroy action has one argument, a reference variable pointing to the agent that
has to be destructed. Note that self-destruction of an agent is possible using the this
variable. After destroying a referenced agent, the reference variable will be valued ε.

Now some subsets of the set of variables V as well as some extended sets of variables
are introduced. These will be used in the definition of the syntax of the constraints
and transitions of a mode M . The set of derivatives of the variables in V is denoted as
d(V ). The set of variables V of a mode is partitioned into subsets Va and Vd, the sets of
analog and discrete variables, respectively. Note that all reference variables including
the set-valued reference variables, are discrete. In addition V is also partitioned into
subsets Vg and Vl of global and local variables, respectively. Let Vref be the subset
of V containing all reference variables of the mode, including a flattened version of all

2In this case these exactly overlap with the global variables of A2.
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current references in the set-valued reference variables. Assume a function ig which
returns for a reference variable vr ∈ Vref the set of variables in the interface type3 of vr.
Furthermore assume a function ir which returns for a reference variable vr ∈ Vref a set
with the reference variables in the interface type of vr. Note that that for all vr ∈ Vref

it holds that ir(vr) ⊆ ig(vr). Define V+ to be the set of all variables that can be used as
read variables in a mode, i.e. V+ = V ∪

⋃
vr∈Vref

ig(vr), where is assumed that the variable

names in ig(vr) are prefixed with the name of vr to have unique names in V+. Moreover
define the set Vact to be the set of local and global variables as well as global reference
variables of referenced agents, i.e. Vact = V ∪

⋃
vr∈Vref

ir(vr), where is assumed that the

variable names in ir(vr) are prefixed with the name of vr to have unique names in Vact .

To formalize the use of the addition of notation, concepts, and operations, the set of
transitions and constraints of a mode are now considered. As formalized in the presented
Charon semantics, T is a set of transitions of the form (e, α, x), where e ∈ E ∪ SM.X,
x ∈ X ∪SM.E. The action α has a guard γ attached to it, which in turn is a predicate
over the set of valuations of V+, QV+ . The action α is a sequence of assignments to the
variables Vact or create or destroy statements4.

Each assignment is of the form x = g(x1, x2, . . . , xn) with x ∈ Vact and x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈
V+. The function g might be any function on the given arguments, including possible
set operations, which returns a value with the same type as x. The shorthand notation
of prefixing variable names of referred agents with the corresponding reference name
prevents duplicate variable names. Note that by the definition of Vact new links to
agents can be created in two ways. First through assignments to reference variables
of the mode and second through assignments to global reference variables of linked
agents. A link can be removed by assigning a special value ε to the reference variable
representing the link.

In the same spirit as the transition actions, the set of constraints can use global variables
of referenced agents. As defined in Charon, the set of constraints consists of a set of
invariants, a set of algebraic constraints, and a set of differential constraints, which
together define the flow permitted in the mode. Every algebraic constraint and invariant
is a predicate c ⊆ QV+ . An algebraic constraint Ax is of the form x ./ g(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
with x ∈ Va, ./ = {≤, <, >,≥,=} and x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ V+. Similarly an invariant is
of the form g(x1, x2, . . . xn) ./ h(y1, y2, . . . , ym), with x1, x2, . . . , xn, y1, y2, . . . , ym ∈ V+.
A differential constraint Dx is a predicate on QV+∪ d(V ) and is of the form d(x) ./
g(x1, x2, . . . , xn) with x ∈ Va and x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ V+.

No additional syntax is introduced for adding and removing referred labels as described
in the reconfiguration primitives of Section 2.3. These two primitives are implicit in
the definition of the right-hand sides of constraints. Adding or removing a reference to
a global variable of a referenced agent can be achieved by a mode transition to a mode
in which this referenced global variable is present, respectively absent.

3The type of a reference variable is an interface as defined in Section 4.3.2.
4The create and destroy statement are essentially assignments to reference variables with a side

effect.
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4.4 Informal Semantics

Since the extensions of the semantics of the modes, agents, and system are complex and
are a result of many important decisions, this subsection will first present the informal
semantics. Next each semantic difficulty that arises in the extension will be presented.
Together with each difficulty, the possible approaches will be discussed along with the
motivated choice of one of the approaches.

Two main guidelines are followed in making decisions concerning the (informal) se-
mantics. The first guideline is that R-Charon is an extension of Charon and as such
should induce only absolute inevitable changes to the Charon semantics. In other words,
the semantics are defined having in mind that, if possible, R-Charon should become a
conservative extension of Charon. The second guideline is that while defining the se-
mantics, only a bare minimum, if any, of restrictions should be imposed on the syntax.
This guideline strives for ease of modeling with R-Charon at the cost of possibly more
complex semantics.

The Charon extensions consist of two parts. The first part consists of the reference
variables and the use of global variables of referenced agents in the constraints and
transitions. The second part consists of the creation and destruction of agents. The
first part is mainly a syntactic extension and only has a small impact on the semantics
of R-Charon. The second part, on the other hand, is a minor syntactic extension while
having a big impact on the semantics of R-Charon. All but one semantic difficulty are
caused by adding agent creation and destruction to Charon.

The only serious problem introduced by the addition of reference variables, is that
undefined reference variables might be used in the constraints and transitions of modes.
Using global variables of a reference variable while the corresponding link to an agent
is absent, makes it impossible to define a flow or discrete step. This problem is solved
by extending the well-defined mode notion of Charon with a requirement that every
used reference variable in a mode has to be defined, i.e. be unequal to ε. This will
formally be defined in the next subsection. In practice, such a requirement will lead
to the addition of several group transitions in the modes which use reference variables
that handle the exception case in which a reference variable used in a mode becomes
ε. Note that it would not be sufficient to require that all reference variables refer to an
agent before entering a mode, because reference variables can be global variables and
as such can be changed by other agents.

Upon agent creation, a new agent of the specified structure will be created and initialized
according to the given initialization assignment. The reference variable passed along
as a parameter of the create command will point to the newly created agent. On the
system level, the newly created agent will be added to the set of agents of the system.

Upon agent destruction, the agent referred to by the reference variable which is passed
as an argument to the destroy operation, is removed from the set of agents of the system.
The passed reference variable is set to ε.

The removal of the agent of the system raises the question what happens with the
reference variables of other agents which refer to the deleted agent. The first solution
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M
… := ref1.var1

M’
Create(ref1, …, … ) ref1.Gvar := ...

Discrete step

Figure 4.5: Discrete step from atomic mode M to atomic mode M ′, consisting of three
transitions.

is to prevent such corrupted references by only allowing deletion of an agent, if no
references to the agent exists, except for the last reference passed as an argument of
the destroy operation. In practice, this approach is not feasible at all, since it would
require an agent to possess a lot of global system information. The second and chosen
solution is to automatically delete all remaining references in the system which refer to
the deleted agent. Along with the requirement that all used reference variables have to
be defined and the added group transitions to comply to that requirement, this seems
to be the best solution. In practice, when a component is destroyed to which another
component had a physical or communication connection, a switch in behavior of the
remaining agent occurs.

Point of Agent Creation

These fairly high level informal semantics lead to some difficulties when trying to define
them in a formal context. The first difficulty arises with the semantics of agent creation.
A create statement is part of an action of a transition. However, the Charon semantics
are on the level of discrete steps, which consist of one or more transitions and are
defined in the discrete step relations. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.5. In the first
transition of the step, a new agent is created which is referred to in the second and third
transition. Because the goal is to make R-Charon an extension of Charon, breaking up
the Charon discrete step semantics into smaller steps of single mode transition is not
an option. Moreover it would make the mode semantics definition more complex. The
difficulty is now, what to allow and at which point the agents are semantically created.
For this, three approaches are considered. In all three approaches the initial assignment
of the agent variables according to the initialization assignment, given as an argument
in the create agent operation, will take place along with the agent creation. Doing this
at an earlier time is impossible. Doing this at a later time does not make sense, since
one of the important things of a new agent are the accessible values of its variables.

In the first approach, the agent is semantically created after the discrete step in which
the agent is syntactically created. This approach is discarded, because it needs addi-
tional restrictions which are undesirable. In case an agent is created after the discrete
step, the newly created agent cannot be used in actions of transitions following the
create action, in the same discrete step as the create action. This can only be enforced
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ref1 := ε
create( ref1, … , …)

… ref1.var1 ...

Figure 4.6: Model which is not allowed if agents are created semantically after the
discrete step in which they are created syntactically.

by introducing a restriction which states that only reference variables are used which
under no circumstances have been used in create action earlier on in the discrete step.
This restriction might introduce dependencies between on the first sight completely
unrelated transitions of different modes. Even though the restriction can be checked
statically, it would still restrict modeling to an unacceptable degree. Figure 4.6 gives
an example of a mode which would not comply to the restrictions imposed in case the
agent is created after the discrete step in which the agent is semantically created.

In the second approach, the agent is semantically created before a discrete step in which
it will be syntactically created. A create action is then defined to only set the passed
reference variable to point to the created agent. The big advantage of this approach is,
that references to the newly created agent can be used directly after the create action,
within the same discrete step as done in Figure 4.5. Nonetheless, this approach is
discarded because of two reasons.

One reason is that without imposing some additional restrictions5, creation of agents
up front might cause anomalies. Such an anomaly might occur in case the the discrete
initialization step of the top-level modes of the agent also take place before the discrete
step in which the agent is created. Assume that Figure 4.7 shows the discrete step from
N to N ′ of the mode M , during which a new agent of structure S is created. Assume
now that ref1 is a global reference variable of the agent containing the mode M and that
ref1 = ε initially. Assume furthermore that during the discrete initialization steps of
the top-level modes of the created agent, ref1 is changed to point to the new agent self.
This is possible since a reference to the agent containing M is given in the initialization
assignment of the new agent. If first is decided to take this discrete step and then the
agent is created before this discrete step from N to N ′, the actual discrete step cannot
be taken anymore since the guard of the first transition is not true anymore.

The second and most important reason to discard the second approach to agent creation,
is the fact that the third and chosen approach to agent creation is closer to what
one would expect when looking at the syntax. In this third approach, the agent is

5Since eventually it will turn out that these restrictions have to be imposed anyway, this is not a
major reason for discarding this option.
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N

ref1 := ε

M

ref1 = ε

N’

create( ref2, … , …)

Figure 4.7: Creation of an agent in which an anomaly might occur, depending on the
semantic choices.

semantically created directly after the syntactic create statement. This amounts to
creating it within a single transition and hence also within a discrete step. With this,
the actual agent creation is closer to what one would expect when looking at the syntax,
no anomalies can occur, and no additional restrictions on the use of reference variables
have to be introduced and enforced.

As a consequence of this choice, a created agent only exists at the mode level during the
discrete step in which it is created. So somehow the created agents have to be stored
during a discrete step, such that they can be fully added to the system after the discrete
step. This is achieved by storing all created agents in a list, which will be denoted by
various forms of L. Create operations occur only in actions of mode transitions. The
list of created agents for a mode transition can be constructed based on the action α of
that transition. The list of agents of a complete discrete step can then be constructed
by concatenating the lists of created agents of all transitions of the discrete step in
order. On a higher system level, the created agents can be added to the system, based
on the list of created agents of a discrete step.

Point of Discrete Initialization step of Agents

In addition to creating the agent and initializing its variables, the agent also needs
to take a discrete initialization step for each of its top-level modes. In these steps
each top-level mode takes a discrete step in which a series of transitions of the discrete
step lead down to an atomic mode, see also Subsection 3.2.7. Without these discrete
initialization steps a continuous step of the system with all agents would be undefined.
Now the question arises when to take these discrete initialization steps.

There are three approaches to decide at which point the initialization steps of the
created agent should be taken. The first approach would be to take the initialization
steps before the discrete step, which is not possible since the agents don’t even exist
at that point. The second approach is to take the initialization steps right after the
creation of the agent, i.e. within the discrete step. This seems to be reasonable, but this
would require a change of the original discrete step semantics, which aggregates a series
of transitions into one discrete step from one atomic mode to the next atomic mode. As
discussed and decided earlier, this is not an option. The third and chosen approach is to
take the initialization steps after the discrete step in which the agent has been created.
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This seems very reasonable since the initialization steps are a preparation for the first
continuous step of the complete system. Moreover, all agents created during a discrete
step have to be added to the set of agents of the system subsequent to the discrete
step. So after the discrete step of one agent, the system can be updated and next the
created agents can take their discrete initialization step. However, note that transitions
in a discrete step after the transitions (or even operations in the same transition) can
change global reference variables of the agent, before the agent even has taken its initial
steps.

Agent Variable Initializations

An important side effect of both decisions of creating agents and letting them take their
discrete initialization step as described above, is that the number of possible variable
initializations of agents created by a create operation should be limited to one. The
set of possible initializations I defined in Charon of which one is non-deterministically
chosen can still be used for the agents initially present in a system. For the agents
created in R-Charon this is not possible anymore, since the variables of a created agent
get initialized within a discrete step of a mode. In other words, the agent variables
have already been initialized, before the first transition in the transition system defined
in the agent semantics has taken place. With one possible initialization this poses no
problem, but with multiple possible variable initializations the initialization in the agent
semantics can be different from the initialization in the mode semantics at the creation
time.

Consider as an example a create statement with two completely different initialization
assignments a1 and a2. Since a new agent is created during a discrete step of the mode,
the initialization assignment is determined in this discrete step. Assume that a1 is
chosen to initialize the variables of the created agent. When considering the level of
agent semantics, the first step of the new agent, is the first discrete initialization step
of one of the top-level modes of the agent. The initial state of the transition system of
the agent semantics, then somehow has to specify the initial valuation of the variables
of the agent. Unfortunately, there is no way one can decide whether initialization a1 or
a2 has been chosen to initialize the variables of the created agent.

The limitation of the number of initialization assignments in a create statement do not
affect the original Charon semantics. As in Charon, agents initially in the system can
still have multiple variable initialization assignments.

Agent Destruction

Similar to the creation of agents, a number of approaches are possible for the destruction
of agents. The number of approaches is limited to two due to the nature of the destroy
operation. Erasing an agent completely from the system before the discrete step in
which the destroy operation is listed makes no sense. Obviously agents cannot be
destroyed immediately after the destroy statement, since the mode neither has access
to all variables of the system, nor to the set of agents. The actual removal of the
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agent from the system has to be done after the discrete step in which the agent is
syntactically destroyed. In addition to extending the discrete step relations to capture
all created agents, the relations have to be extended to capture all destroyed agents.
The destruction of agents leaves two approaches to the question of how to deal with
reference variables which point to the destroyed agent.

In the first approach, a destroy operation results in setting only the given reference
variable to ε. After the discrete step of the mode is finished, the syntactically destroyed
agent will be removed from the system and all references to the agent will be either set
to ε (in case of a scalar reference variable) or removed from their reference set (in case
of a set-valued reference variable).

In the second approach, a destroy operation results in setting all accessible reference
variables which point to the syntactically destroyed agent to ε, respectively removing
the reference in case of set-valued reference variable. All accessible variables are defined
as the passed argument of the destroy agent as well as all other reference variables which
can be used in the mode. This includes the global reference variables of agents to which
a reference variable of the mode points. After the discrete step of the mode is finished,
the syntactically destroyed agent will be removed and all remaining references to the
agent of the system will be either set to ε (in case of a scalar reference variable) or
removed from their reference set (in case of a set-valued reference variable).

Along the same line as the reasoning with the created agents, the first approach is dis-
carded and the second approach will be used. When an agent is destroyed one would
expect that it is destroyed right away, exactly like assignment of variables take effect
directly after the assignment. The closest one can get to this, without changing the
grain-size of the Charon semantics, is to let all accessible references to the destroyed
agent disappear, thereby creating the illusion of destruction. Consecutive to the dis-
crete step in which the agent is syntactically destroyed, the agent can be destroyed
semantically by updating all affected reference variables accordingly and removing the
agent from the system.

A consequence of this choice is that self-destruction, e.g. through using a destroy(this)
operation, only seems to make sense if it is the last operation of the discrete step
in which it occurs. In case such a self-destruction is not the last operation of the
discrete step, operations of a seemingly destroyed agent are executed. This can easily
be prevented by putting the operation leading to self-destruction as last operation of
the action of the transition it occurs in. In addition the transition in which the self
destruction operation occurs, should be the last transition of the discrete step. This
can be achieved by adding an atomic mode which acts as target of the transition in
which the self-destruction operation occurs.

Similar to the created agents, the destroyed agents have to be stored during a discrete
step, such that they can be fully removed from the system after the discrete step. This
is achieved by storing all syntactically destroyed agents in the same list in which also
the created agents are stored. Just as create operations, destroy operations occur only
in actions of mode transitions. The combined list of created and destroyed agents for a
mode transition can be constructed based on the action α of that transition. The list
of created and destroyed agents of a complete discrete step can then be constructed by
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concatenating the lists of created and destroyed agents of all transitions of the discrete
step in order. On a higher system level, the created and destroyed agents can be added
to, respectively removed from the system, based on the interleaved list of created and
destroyed agents of a discrete step.

Side Effects of Discrete Initialization Steps of Agents

During each discrete initialization step of each of the top-level modes of a newly created
agent, new agents can be created and existing agents can be destroyed. Two viable ap-
proaches to deal with this are considering them as ordinary discrete steps or to disallow
create and destroy actions in transitions which are part of a discrete initialization step.

In more detail the first approach would mean that each of the discrete initialization steps
(one per top-level mode per created agent) is semantically equivalent to an ordinary
discrete step. After a discrete initialization step, the agents created and destroyed in
the that step are added to the system and then in turn take their discrete initialization
step, respectively removed from the system and the reference variables pointing to the
agent updated as described earlier. This would repeat until no more agents are created
in the initialization steps. The big drawback of this approach is the possible infinite
sequence of agent creations and hence of discrete steps: the system might make no
progress anymore. The most simple example of this, is a system with an agent of
structure S such that in the discrete initialization step of one of the top-level modes of
S a new agent of structure S is created.

In the second approach the discrete step relation Rinit of each top-level mode of each
agent (or structure) in the system is not allowed to contain create or destroy statements.
A major drawback of this is that Rinit can define more than one possible initialization
step which in turn consists of one or more transitions. Although a restriction on the
operations can be checked statically, it seems a very unnatural limitation to a person
modeling a system.

Also in this case, the choice is made to not restrict the modeling language at the cost
of more complicated semantics. In other words, the first approach is chosen and agents
can be created and destroyed during discrete initialization steps of agents.

In addition to the plain creation and destruction of agents, the agents created during
a discrete initialization step also have to take their initializations steps. There are two
options regarding the point at which those discrete initialization steps of agents cre-
ated in the discrete initialization step of created agents are taken. The first approach
is a depth-first approach: the discrete initialization steps of agents created during the
discrete initialization step of a created agent, are taken right after the discrete initial-
ization step in which they where created (interrupting the original sequence of discrete
initialization steps). The second approach is a breadth-first approach: first all discrete
initialization steps of all top-level modes of a created agent are taken, followed by all
discrete initializations steps of agents created during those initialization steps.

The depth-first approach is chosen for two reasons. First it seems much more natural
to have the initialization step of a newly created agent as close as possible to the actual
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create operation. With the depth-first approach it is close as it can get without breaking
up discrete steps. Second, this approach is well-known and explored in the creation of
objects in object oriented programming languages which all use this approach. In the
analogy to object-oriented programming languages, an agent resembles an object and
the discrete initialization step of the agent resembles the constructor of the object.

A side effect which might arise due to a destroy operation in a discrete initialization
step is a change of reference variables of agents. Any reference variable, global or local,
of the system which points to a destroyed agent will be updated as described earlier on.

4.5 Semantics

4.5.1 Mode Operational Semantics

Due to the use of reference variables, the definition of the state of a mode is sightly more
complicated. As reference variables may be changed, the complete state of the mode
depends on the reference variable part of the state of the mode. Similar to Charon,
the set of all variables of a mode M as well as all variables of the submodes of M is
defined recursively as M.V∗ = M.V ∪M.SM.V∗. Assume that q is the current valuation
of the variables in V∗. As defined in the mode syntax, the set Vref is the subset of
V containing all reference variables of the mode, including a flattened version of all
current references in the set-valued reference variables. A subset of V∗ containing all
references variables of a mode M and its submodes, is defined recursively as M.Vref∗ =
M.Vref∗ ∪ M.SM.Vref∗. Now the set V] of all variables of a mode M can be defined
as M.V] = M.V∗ ∪

⋃
v∈M.Vref∗

q(v).Vg. The state of the mode consists of a valuation of

V], denoted by various forms of q. As in Charon, the control state is captured by the
special history variable. The configuration state is captured by the valuation of the
reference variables of the mode.

For any transition (e, α, x) ∈ M.T of a mode M, the action α is defined as a relation
between the states of the variables. This relation is augmented with a list of agent create
and destroy information of the action denoted by various forms of L. As described
in the mode syntax section, α has a guard γ attached to it. The relation part of
the action is a relation on QVact\Vl

and QVact if e ∈ M.E and on QVact and QVact

otherwise. All operations and assignments in α are executed sequentially, atomically,
and instantaneously. An augmented pair ((q, q′), L) ∈ α if and only if:

• q satisfies γ.

• Assuming that α contains k operations, there is a sequence of pairs of a state and
a list of created and destroyed agents (q1, L1), (q2, L2), . . . , (qk+1, Lk+1) such that
q1 = q, L1 = 〈 〉, and for every operation i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k:

– Unless specified otherwise, for every v ∈ V], qi+1(v) = qi(v).

– If operation i is a create operation (vr, I, S), then Li+1 = Li a 〈Anew〉 with
agent Anew = (S.TM,S.V, I) of structure S. Moreover qi+1[Anew.V ] = I and
qi+1(vr) = Anew.
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– If operation i is a destroy operation with argument vd, then Li+1 = Li a
〈qi(vd)〉. Moreover qi+1(vd) = ε, qi+1(v) = ε for every reference variable
v ∈ V] with qi(v) = qi(vd), and qi+1(vset) = qi(vset)\{qi(vd)} for every set-
valued reference variable vset ∈ V].

– If operation i is neither a create nor a destroy operation, then Li+1 = Li and
qi+1 is the result of the assignment operation performed in qi.

• q′ = qk+1 and L = Lk+1.

The active mode and group transition concepts are handled exactly the same as in
the mode semantics of Charon and can be looked up in subsection 3.2.5. A change
in notation occurs due to the changed definition of an action α. Now ((q, q′), L) ∈ α
would be used instead of (q, q′) ∈ α, with no additional requirements on L as the added
assignments neither create nor destroy agents.

The relations that capture the discrete steps of a mode M (RD, Re for e ∈ M.E,
and Rx, for x ∈ M.X) are build up from one or more transitions. The relations are
constructed in a similar fashion as in the mode semantics of Charon, by sequentially
aggregating the actions of the transitions. Like the action part of the transitions, also
the discrete step relations are defined on pairs of valuations and are augmented with a
list L, containing the created and destroyed agents in a discrete step.

An atomic mode has a single internal step, which is the idling step. It is enabled if and
only if the invariant of the mode is satisfied. Obviously, no new agents are created. So,
for each state q such that I(q), ((q, q), 〈 〉) ∈ RD, i.e. the list of created and destroyed
agents is empty. Further an atomic mode can be entered and exited at any time. Since
it does not have any entry or exit transitions, neither the state is changed nor agents
are created or destroyed. That is, for all q, ((q, q), 〈 〉) ∈ Rde and ((q, q), 〈 〉) ∈ Rdx.

For a composite mode M , the entry relations Re and Rx are constructed from the
actions of entry transitions and the exit relations of the submodes of M. For each entry
transition (e, α, e′), it holds that ((q, q′), L) ∈ Re if for some q′′, ((q, q′′), L′′) ∈ α, e′ is
an entry point of a submode M ′, (q′′, q′, L′) ∈ M ′.Re′ and L = L′′ a L′. For the default
entry point, ((q, q), 〈 〉) ∈ Rde whenever q(h) 6= ε, which means that the execution
of M has been previously interrupted by a group transition. Note that none of the
added group transition contains a create or destroy operation and hence the create and
destroy list is empty. When q(h) = ε, a non-deterministic initialization occurs and
thus ((q, q′), L) ∈ Rde whenever ((q, q′), L) ∈ Re for some non-default entry point e.
Similarly, for each exit transition (x′, α, x) of a composite mode, ((q, q′), L) ∈ Rx if for
some q′′, ((q, q′′), L′′) ∈ M ′.Rx′ , ((q′′, q′), L′) ∈ α and L = L′′ a L′. Also, M can be
interrupted by a group transition at any moment during its execution and thus has to
be always ready to exit by the default exit. Therefore, for every q such that q(h) 6= ε,
((q, q), 〈 〉) ∈ Rdx.

Internal steps of a composite mode M are either internal steps of M changing the
currently active submode or internal steps of the currently active submode of M , M.h. If
a transition of the mode is involved in the step, then the source submode of the transition
should be the active submode and allow an exit step that matches the transition, and
also the target submode of the transition should allow a matching entry step. Similar
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to entry and exit steps, the create and destroy lists are constructed straightforwardly
from the create and destroy lists of the transitions within the step. Consequently,
((q, q′), L) ∈ RD if there exists a state q0 that agrees with q on the values of global and
local variables V (q0[V ] = q[V ]) and

• For an active submode N , it holds that ((q0[N.V]], q′[N.V]]), L) ∈ N.RD and
q0[V]\N.V]] = q′[V]\N.V]], or

• The following four conditions hold:

– There exists an exit point x of the active submode N such that for some q1

and L1, ((q0[N.V]], q1[N.V]]), L1) ∈ N.Rx.

– There exists an entry point e of a submode N ′ such that for some q2 and L2,
((q2[N ′.V∗], q′[N ′.V∗]), L2) ∈ N ′.Re.

– There exists a transition (x, α, e) ∈ M.T such that for some L3,
((q1, q2), L3) ∈ α.

– L = (L1 a L3) a L2.

Similar to the Charon mode semantics, the continuous steps are captured by the relation
RC . The relation RC ⊆ QV+ ×FV+ gives for every state q of M , the set of flows from q.
RC is obtained from the constraints of a mode and relation N.RC of its active sub-mode.
Given a state q of a mode M , (q, f) ∈ RC if and only if the following three conditions
hold:

• The flow f is permitted by M , i.e. f satisfies all constraints in M.Cons;

• (q[N.V]], f [N.V]]) ∈ N.RC ; and

• For each variable x, q(x) = f(0)(x) unless M has an algebraic constraint Ax.

To be able to define the semantics for a mode, all reference variables used in a mode
must be initialized, i.e. be unequal to ε, at all times at which the mode is active. A
reference variable is used if it is either used in a destroy operation or a global variable
of the referenced agent is used in the constraints or transitions. Consequently, every
mode should have an invariant for each used reference variable, which states that the
reference variable is unequal to ε.

The above stated requirement is very straightforward, since referring unvalued reference
variables leads to undefined values which is highly undesirable. To satisfy the original
Charon well-defined mode requirements, every mode is required to have defined one
group transition per used reference variable for the exception case in which the agent
to which the reference variable points is destroyed. Figure 4.8 shows an example of a
well-defined mode M1. The global variable var1 of an agent referred to with ref1 is
used in the transition. Hence M1 specifies a protecting invariant and a corresponding
group transition. In most cases when modeling a reconfigurable system, a deletion of a
referred agent requires a different behavior, i.e. a mode switch. This matches perfectly
with the stated well-definedness requirements for modes.
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M2

M1

inv{ ref1 <> }

M1.1 M1.2
… ref1.var1 ...

ref1 <> 

Figure 4.8: Well-defined R-Charon mode example .

Definition 4.5.1 (Mode operational semantics). The operational semantics of the
mode M , OS(M) is defined to be a six tuple consisting of its control points, vari-
ables, continuous step relation, and discrete step relations: OS(M) = (M.E ∪ M.X,
M.V], M.RC , M.RD, {M.Re|e ∈ M.E}, {M.Rx|x ∈ M.X}).

To provide some insight on the behavior of a mode M , the transition system R, over
the states of M as defined by the the operational semantics OS(M), is presented.
As opposed to the operational semantics of the mode, R will not be directly used in
the definition of the higher level agent and system semantics. Each transition in this
system corresponds to one of the following: a discrete step of the mode, a continuous
step of the mode, or an environment step. As in Charon, the mode is inactive during
an environment step. However there are now two types of environment steps. The
first type amounts to a discrete or continuous step of the surroundings of the mode.
The second type amounts to a step of the system in which the system is updated to
reflect the changes of all created and destroyed agents of a discrete step. Also the
discrete initialization steps of the created agents are defined to be of the second type.
Obviously, the second type environment steps will only happen subsequently to discrete
steps of the mode.

A transition of the transition system representing a continuous step of the mode is

denoted by q1
(f,t)→ q2 if (q1, f) ∈ RC , with f defined on the interval [0, t] and f(t) = q2.

A transition of the transition system representing a discrete step of the mode is an
entry step, an exit step or an internal step. An entry step is denoted by q1

e→ q2 if
((q1, q2), L) ∈ Re for any L, an exit step is denoted by q1

x→ q2 if ((q1, q2), L) ∈ Rx for
any L, and an internal step is denoted by q1

d→ q2 if ((q1, q2), L) ∈ RD for any L. A
transition of the transition system representing an environment step of the first type is
denoted by q1

ε1→ q2 if q1[Vl] = q2[Vl]. A transition of the transition system representing
an environment step of the second type is denoted by q1

ε2→ q2 if q1[V \Vref ] = q2[V \Vref ].

Note that the list L of created and destroyed agents is not directly visible in the tran-
sition system. Indirectly, the created and destroyed agents are incorporated into the
transition system in two ways. The first way is through the definition of the state of
a mode. Based on that definition, the global variables of created agents are part of
the state of the mode as long as the mode has a reference to the created agent. The
second way is through the environment steps of the mode. In these environment steps
the created and destroyed agents are added to, respectively removed from the system
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and new agents can take discrete steps.

The transition system starts with zero or more environment transitions, followed by an
entry transition. Subsequently to the entry transition, possibly a sequence of environ-
ment steps of the second type will take place. Next either an exit step or an internal
step takes place. In case the exit transition takes place, a sequence of environment steps
of the second type might take place, after which the complete pattern starts over again.
In case an internal step happens, it might be followed by a sequence of environment
steps of the second type. Next either another internal or an exit step happens, which
has already been described, completing the loop. The series of transitions will repeat
until the agent of the mode is destroyed.

An execution of a mode is now a path through the graph of R:

q0
ε1→ q1

ε→ . . .
ε→ qi

e→ (qi+1
ε2→ . . .

ε2→) qj
(f1,t1)→ (qj+1

d→ (qj+2
ε2→ . . .

ε2→)

ql
(f2,t2)→ . . .) qm

x→ (qn
ε2→ . . .

ε2→) qo
ε1→ . . .

In this execution ε ∈ {ε1 , ε2} and all transitions in parenthesis may or may not be
taken.

4.5.2 Agent Operational Semantics

The state of an agent is defined similar to the state of a mode. Also for agents it
holds that the complete state depends on the state of the reference variables of the
agent. Assume that q is the current valuation of the variables in V . Assume that Vr

is flattened, i.e. all reference set variables are flattened into scalar reference variables.
Denote the set of all variables as well as all global variables of referenced agents as V],
formally V] = V ∪

⋃
v∈Vr

q(v).Vg. The state of the agent consists of a valuation of V],

denoted by various forms of q.

The discrete and continuous step relations defined in the mode semantics are lifted to
the level of the agent semantics. This will greatly improve the clarity of the semantics
of the next higher level, the system. The discrete and continuous relations RAe (e ∈
TM.E), RAx (x ∈ TM.X), RAD, and RAC are constructed from the relations Re

(e ∈ E), Rx (x ∈ X), RD, and RC respectively of the top-level modes of the agent. For
o ∈ TM.E ∪ TM.X ∪ {D}, ((q1, q2), L) ∈ RAo if and only if there is an M ∈ TM such
that ((q1[M.V]], q2[M.V]]), L) ∈ M.Ro. For the continuous steps, (q1, f) ∈ RAC if and
if only for every mode M ∈ TM , (q1[M.V ], f [M.V ]) ∈ M.RC .

Definition 4.5.2 (Agent Operational semantics). The operational semantics of the
agent A, OS(A) is defined to be a six tuple consisting of the control points of its
top-level modes, its variables, the continuous step relation, and the discrete step rela-
tions: OS(A) = (A.TM.E ∪ A.TM.X, A.V], A.RAC , A.RAD, {A.RAe|e ∈ A.TM.E},
{A.RAx|x ∈ A.TM.X})

To provide some insight on the behavior of an agent A, the transition system RA, over
the states of A as defined by the the operational semantics OS(M), is presented. As
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opposed to the operational semantics of the agent, RA will not be directly used in the
definition of the higher level system semantics. Similar to the mode semantics, each
transition in this system is a discrete step of the agent, a continuous step of the agent
or an environment step. As in the mode semantics, there are two types of environment
steps. The first type amounts to a discrete step of another agent in the system, whereas
the second type εu amounts to a system update step in which the created and destroyed
agents are added, respectively removed from the system.

A transition of the transition system representing a continuous step of the agent is

denoted by q1
(f,t)→ q2 if (q1, f) ∈ RAC , with f defined on the interval [0, t] and f(t) = q2.

As defined in RAC , all top-level modes participate in a continuous step of the agent. A
transition of the transition system representing a discrete step of the agent is an entry
step, an exit step or an internal step of one of the top-level modes of the agent. A
discrete step is denoted by q1

o→ q2 if ((q1, q2), L) ∈ RAo (o ∈ TM.E ∪ TM.X ∪ {D})
for any L. A transition of the transition system representing a discrete step of an
agent in the environment is denoted by q1

εd→ q2 if q1[V \(Vr ∩ Vg)] = q2[V \(Vr ∩ Vg)].
By definition, only the global reference variable of an agent can be written by an
agent in its environment. During a discrete step of the agent, all other agent variables
remain unchanged. A transition of the transition system representing a system update
environment step is denoted by q1

εu→ q2 if q1[V \Vr] = q2[V \Vr]. In a system update
environment step, the agents created and destroyed during a discrete step of the agent
or of an agent in its environment, are added to, respectively removed from the system.
Together with removing a destroyed agent from the system, all variables pointing to
the destroyed agents are set to ε or removed from the set-valued reference variables.
Consequently, only reference variables are possibly changed during a system update
environment step.

As in the mode transition system also here, a list L of created and destroyed agents is
not directly visible in the transition system. Indirectly, the created and destroyed agents
are incorporated into the transition system by means of the environment steps. In these
environment steps the created and destroyed agents are added to, respectively removed
from the system and new agents can take discrete steps. Note that the information
about created and destroyed agents is captured in the discrete step relations RAo,
0 ∈ TM.E ∪ TM.X ∪ {D} which is part of the operational semantics of an agent.
The operational semantics will be used in the next section to define the operational
semantics of the system.

Similar to the execution of a mode, the execution of an agent is a sequence of discrete
steps of the agent and environment steps of the system, interleaved with continuous
flow steps, starting in one of the specified initial states. Exactly as in Charon, each
top-level mode M ∈ TM starts out in the state qM at the initM point, where initM
is the non-default entry point of M and q0[M.V ] = qM . Before an agent can take a
continuous step, each top-level mode has to have an active atomic mode. The transition
systems of an agent A with |A.TM | = k starts with an discrete environment step in
which the agent is created. Next a sequence of environment steps are taken in which any
agents created or destroyed before A are handled. Next a system update step is taken
in which the agent is added to the system. This update step is followed by a sequence
of k discrete entry steps which are interleaved with system update and environment
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discrete steps. This expresses the depth first agent creation and initialization pattern:
Each newly created agent takes its discrete initialization steps for each of its top-level
modes and as soon as al top-level modes are initialized, the transition system proceeds
with the discrete initialization steps of the top-level modes of the creating agent. As
soon as all top-level modes have taken their initial step the agent will alternatingly
take continuous steps and discrete or environment discrete steps followed by system
update environment steps and possibly a series of environment discrete initialization
and system update environment steps.

To make the specification of the execution of an agent more concise, the following
shorthand notation is defined which gives the depth-first creation and destruction of
agents part of an execution of the transition system. Let

(
ε
� ♦) = (εu→ qk(

εd→ ql)∗)∗

The notation (t)∗ denotes zero or more transitions t, where the states in between the
transitions are possibly different. The shorthand (

ε
� ♦) defines a sequence of system

update steps in which either an agent is added to or removed from the system, possibly
followed by one or more discrete environment steps representing the initialization steps
of the created agents. This pattern can repeat arbitrarily often.

An execution of an agent A with |A.TM | = k is now a path through the graph of RA,
which starts with a sequence

q0
εd→ q1(

ε
� ♦) εu→ qi

e→ qi+1(
ε
� ♦) e→ qi+2(

ε
� ♦) . . .

e→ qi+k(
ε
� ♦)

such that

• q0[A.V \(A.Vr∩A.Vg)] ∈ A.I[A.V \(A.Vr∩A.Vg)]. That is q0 amounts to an initial
state where the global reference variables already might have been changed by the
remainder of the discrete step in which the agent has been created.

• For every i ≤ h < i+k, there is an M ∈ A.TM such that (qh[M.V ], qh+1[M.V ]) ∈
M.Rinit. That is, the first k discrete steps of the agent initialize the top level
modes.

Subsequently the path continuous with a repetition of:

ql
(f1,t1)→ ql+1

λ→ ql+2(
ε
� ♦)

(f2,t2)→ . . .

such that

• ql is the state of the agent after the last discrete or environment step of the
initialization.

• λ ∈ {εd, d}. That is, the step is either a discrete step of the agent or a discrete
step of an agent in the environment.

4.5.3 System Operational Semantics

The state of a system consists of a two tuple (q,A). The first element of this tuple is a
valuation of all variables of all agents in A. The set of variables of V] of the system is
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defined as V] = A.V . The second element is the set of all agents that currently exist in
the system.

Definition 4.5.3 (System Operational semantics). The operational semantics of a
system Sys, OS(Sys) consist of the set of structures and the set of agents of the
system: OS(Sys) = (S,A).

The operational semantics define a transition system RS over the states of the system
Sys. Each transition in this system is a discrete step of one agent, a continuous step
of all agents, or a system update step. There are two variants of system update steps:
A system update add and a system update delete step. In a system update add step a
single agent created in a discrete step is added to the set of agents of the system. In
a system update delete step, a single agent deleted in a discrete step is removed from
the set of agents and all reference variables pointing to that agent are set to ε. For the
reference variables of the mode in which the transition with the destroy operation was
taken, this already has been taken care of at the level of mode semantics. Note that both
variants of the system update step already have been encountered as an environment
step in both the mode and the agent semantics.

A transition of the system RS representing a continuous step is denoted by

(q1,A)
(f,t)→ (q2,A)

if for all A ∈ A, (q1[A.V ], f [A.V ]) ∈ A.RAC with f defined on the interval [0, t] and
f(t) = q2. Every agent of the system takes part in a continuous step, no changes to the
set of agents are made during a continuous step.

The definition of a discrete step is slightly more involved. Because of possible create
agents and destroy agents operations in a discrete step, every discrete step of the system
will be followed by zero or more transitions representing system update and discrete
initialization steps. Without a recursive specification of the transitions following a
discrete step transition the description of the depth first creation and initialization order
of agents would be quite tedious and lengthy. Consequently, the shorthand function Γ
with as arguments a state (q,A), a list L of created and destroyed agents is defined.
The function Γ((q,A), L) returns all possible parts of the transition system dealing with
recursively adding and initializing the agents created and deleting the agents destroyed
during the discrete step. In a discrete step only one agent at a time takes a discrete
step, more precisely only one top-level mode of one agent takes a discrete step.

A transition of the system representing a discrete step is denoted by

(q1,A) o→ (q2,A)

if

• There is an A ∈ A such that for any L, L a list ((q1[A.V ], q2[A.V ]), L) ∈ A.RAo

for o ∈ A.TM.E ∪A.TM.X ∪ {D}.

• This transition is followed by tail(Γ((q2,A), L)), where tail is defined to chop off
the first state, if any, of the transition systems given as argument and returns the
remaining part.
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Both the system update add and the delete step only occur in the parts of the transition
system defined by Γ and are defined in the context of Γ. The function Γ is defined based
on the pattern of the list of created and destroyed agents argument. First Γ((q,A), L)
is defined for the case in which the list is empty:

Γ((q,A)), 〈 〉) = (q,A)

Next Γ is defined for the case in which the first element of the list is a destroyed agent
Ad:

Γ((q1,A)), 〈Ad〉 a L) = (q1,A) ud→ f((q2,A\{Ad}), L)

if

• Define Vr ⊆ V] to be the set of all scalar reference variables of the system and
Vs ⊆ V] to be the set of all set-valued reference variables of the system.

– q2[V]\(Vr ∪ Vs)] = q1[V]\(Vr ∪ Vs)].

– For all v ∈ A.Vr if q1(v) = Ad then q2(v) = ε, otherwise q2(v) = q1(v). That
is, all scalar reference variables pointing to the destroyed agent are reset.

– For all vs ∈ A.Vs, q2(vs) = q1(vs)\{Ad}. That is, all references pointing to
the destroyed agent are removed from reference set variables.

Finally Γ is defined for the case in which the first element of the list is a created agent
Ac:

Γ((q,A), 〈Ac〉 a L) =

(q,A) ua→ (q0,A0)
e→

Γ((q1,A1), L1)
e→ . . .

e→ Γ((qk−1,Ak−1), Lk−1)
e→

Γ((qk,Ak), Lk a L)

if the following holds:

• Agent Ac has k top-level modes, i.e. |Ac.TM | = k.

• q0[A.c\(Ac.Vr∩Ac.Vg)] ∈ Ac.I[A.c\(Ac.Vr∩Ac.Vg)]. Note that the valuation of the
global reference variables of the added agent are specified initially in the discrete
step of the mode creating the agent. However these valuations might already have
been changed by the remainder of the discrete step in which the agent has been
created.

• The created agent is added to the set of agents in the system update step, i.e.
A0 = A1 = A ∪ {Ac}.

• There is an M ∈ Ac.TM such that ((q0[Ac.V ], q1[Ac.V ]), L1) ∈ M.Rinit. That is,
the first discrete step initializes one of the top-level modes of the added agent.

• For every 2 ≤ i ≤ k:

– Denote the last state of the transition system part defined by Γ((qi,Ai), Li) =
(q′i,A′

i).
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– There is an M ′ ∈ Ac.TM\M such that ((q′i−1, qi), Li) ∈ M ′.Rinit. That is,
the remaining top-level modes of the added agent are initialized.

– Ai = A′
i−1.

The transition systemRS consists of two parts. In the first part all agents initially in the
set of agents take their initial discrete initialization step as defined in the Γ function.
After completing all initialization transitions including recursively initializing newly
created and removing destroyed agents, alternatingly a continuous and a discrete step
is taken. Before following up a transition representing a discrete step of the system, all
created and destroyed agents are again recursively added to and initialized, respectively
removed from the system.

An execution of a system Sys = (S,A) is a path through the above described transition
graph of RS and starts with:

(q0,A0)
e→ Γ((q1,A1), L1)

e→ Γ((q2,A2), L2)
e→ . . .

e→ Γ((qk,Ak), Lk)

such that

• A0 = A and for all A ∈ A it holds that q0[A] ∈ A.I.

• The number k equals the total number of top-level modes initially in the system,
i.e. k =

∑
A∈A0

|A.TM |.

• Each of the k top-level modes initially in the system takes one of the k explicitly
described discrete initialization steps.

• Denote the last state of the transition system part defined by Γ((qi,Ai), Li) as
(q′i,A′

i). Then for any i, 2 ≤ i ≤ k it holds that qi = q′i−1 and Ai = Ai−1.

From that point on the execution continues as follows:

(f1,t1)→ (qk+1,Ak+1)
o→ Γ((qk+2,Ak+2), Lk+2)

f2,t2→ . . .

such that

• Denote the last state of the transition system part defined by Γ((qi,Ai), Li) as
(q′i,A′

i). Then for any i > 0, i odd, it holds that Ak+i = A′
k+i−1.

4.6 Discussion

In this section the presented syntax and semantics of R-Charon will be discussed. First,
some general remarks on subtle details of the semantics are discussed. Second, the
pursuit conservativity of R-Charon is discussed. Third, a a brief investigation into the
compositionality of R-Charon will be presented. Fourth and finally, some aspects of
possible extension of the Charon toolkit with the presented reconfiguration extension
will be presented.
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4.6.1 General Remarks

In the agent part of the presented Charon description interleaving semantics are used,
i.e. in every discrete step of a Charon system exactly one top-level mode of one agent
takes a discrete step. As a consequence, race conditions might occur. The interleaving
semantics were chosen because they reflected the communication model of asynchronous
communication. Asynchronous communication reflects between-agent communication
better than the synchronous shared-variable communication based Charon semantics
presented in [10]. An ideal combination, however, would be to have synchronous com-
munication within an agent between the top-level modes and to have asynchronous
communication between the agents. This has already been proposed as future work on
Charon in [10].

In addition to specifying a model exhibiting Zeno-behavior which is already possible
in Charon, R-Charon also allows specifying a model exhibiting divergence of time.
Divergence of time is defined as taking infinitely many discrete steps in zero time,
i.e. time remains the same. This is a result of the creation and consecutive discrete
initialization steps of agents in the system semantics. As already pointed out, an agent
can create an agent of a certain structure S which in all possible cases creates another
agent of the same type S in its discrete initialization step. This leads to an infinite
sequence of discrete creation and initialization steps and no time passes. Fortunately,
an R-Charon model can be checked for divergence of time statically by checking for
creation loops between discrete initialization steps of structures.

In a discrete step of one of the top-level modes of one of the agent of the system, an
agent can be created and destroyed in the same discrete step. The agent can even be
created and destroyed in the same action of a mode transition. This might give some
strange looking transitions in the transition system defined by the system semantics.
First a discrete step is taken in which an agent is created and then destroyed. Next the
system will be updated. First the created agent will be added to the set of agents and
take a series of discrete initialization steps and system update steps. After this, another
system update step will be taken. In this step the agent will be removed from the system
as well as that all references to that agent will be set to ε. So from a semantic point of
view, first the discrete step in which the agent will be created and destroyed is taken,
followed by an initialization and a deletion of the agent. At first sight this might seem
odd, but is perfectly in line with the informal semantics described in subsection 4.4 and
a direct consequence of the decision not to break up the discrete steps in the semantics.

4.6.2 Conservativity

As emphasized earlier, one of the main guidelines in designing R-Charon was to stay as
close as possible to the Charon syntax and semantics in order to design a conservative
extension. In other words, can models of Charon still be used in R-Charon and do they
have the same meaning. Strictly speaking, R-Charon is not a conservative extension of
Charon. Most changes in R-Charon are additions to Charon, leaving Charon untouched.
The only exception is the change from using input and output variables to using global
variables and reference variables in agents. Using global and reference variables was a
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consequence of the possible change of communication structure (configuration) of the
system by reconfiguration. Having fixed input variables seems not to make sense as an
agents does not have to be connected to an agent writing to the input variables. The
same holds for the output variables.

There is, however, a simple syntactic translation possible from an arbitrary Charon
model to an R-Charon model. In this translation, every output variable of an agent
is converted to a global variable and every input variable connected to that output
variable is replaced by a reference to this global variable. For every agent of which
an output variable is used, a reference variable is added to the agent using the output
variable. This variable will be initialized to point to the corresponding agent and which
remains unchanged. This reference variable can then be used to refer to the (now)
global variable, replacing the output variable.

More formally this translation looks as follows. Assume a set of Charon agents A is
given. A corresponding set of R-Charon agents A′ adding for every A ∈ A an A′ to A′

such that

• A′.TM = A.TM , A′.I = A.I, and A′.Vl = A.Vl.

• For every output variable v ∈ A.Vo, add a v with the same name and type to
A′.Vg.

• For every distinct agent Ai ∈ A to which one or more input variables of A is
or are connected, add a reference variable vri to A′.Vl and add a corresponding
initialization of vri to A′.I.

• For every input variable v ∈ A.Vi, replace every occurrence of v in A′.TM by vi.vj

such that vj is the global variable corresponding to the output variable connected
to v and vi is the reference variable pointing to the agent of the output variable.

4.6.3 Compositionality

Based on an execution of a mode, a trace of that mode can be defined as a projection of
its execution onto the global variables of the mode. The trace semantics of a mode M
consists of the set of all traces of a mode together with its control points M.E ∪M.X
and its global variables M.Vg. Based on the trace semantics of modes, refinement of
modes can be defined. A mode M with the same control points and global variables as
a mode N is said to be compatible to N . A mode M compatible to mode N is said to
refine mode N , if the set of traces of M is a subset of the set of traces of N .

On the mode level, all extensions of R-Charon simply have the effect of regular assign-
ment operations. Adding and removing links or references to or from agents, is achieved
by assigning values to reference variables. Creating or destroying agents during a mode
transition similarly amounts to setting reference variables to the new agent or to the ε
value. As a consequence, the compositionality results and proofs of Charon modes can
be re-used one-to-one from the Charon journal paper [10] and in a slightly modified
form also from earlier publications on Charon [8].
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According to [10], the presented refinement notion is compositional with respect to
hiding (mode encapsulation) and with respect to the hierarchic composition (generic
mode construction). In the latter case compositionality holds both for submodes and
for mode contexts

Unfortunately, the compositionality results of of Charon agents can not be reused that
straightforwardly as the compositionality results of Charon modes. In Charon three
operations on agents are explicitly defined: variable hiding, variable renaming, and
parallel composition. Furthermore a Charon model semantically always consists of a
single agent, which can be constructed from a system of several agents by collapsing
it into a single agent using the defined agent operations. Then refinement of agents is
shown to be compositional with respect to the agent operations.

In R-Charon, however, an explicit system level is introduced to cope with the dynamic
set of agents. The parallel composition of agents is integrated in the semantics of the
system level. Because agents have global variables instead of input and output variables,
also no straightforward compatibility relation between agents can be defined. Thus just
taking a one agent system S1 which refines a one agent system S2 and adding the same
agent to both systems and proving that S1 still refines S2 does not seem to make sense.
Defining a proper compositionality of agents notion turns out to be a complicated task
and is left as future work.

4.6.4 Charon Toolkit Extension

Currently the Charon toolkit does not support the presented reconfiguration extension.
In this subsection some remarks regarding a possible future extension with reconfigura-
bility of the Charon toolkit are made.

The concept of defining agents as instances of structures, is already applied in the
Charon toolkit. However it is only used to simplify the specification of hierarchical
agent structures, by allowing static instantiation of agents, while offering no support
for dynamic instantiation.

Even though the presented R-Charon syntax and semantics have no support for hier-
archical agents, hierarchical modeling of agents would still be possible in an extended
version of Charon toolkit setting. The model with hierarchical agents can be straight-
forwardly flattened to a model without any hierarchy in the agents, fitting R-Charon.
A hierarchical agent with n atomic agents, will be flattened into an R-Charon agent
with n top-level modes, one for each atomic agent.
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Chapter 5

Application Examples

In this chapter, two application examples are described, one for each of the chosen appli-
cation domains: reconfigurable modular robots and large-scale transportation systems.
Note that the presented examples lack detail and faithfulness to refer to them as case
studies. Before presenting the examples, some set operations on set-valued reference
variables and some notation are introduced.

5.1 Set Operations and Additional Notation

To be able to manipulate and use the set-valued agent reference variables defined in the
agent syntax section, table 5.1 defines a number of operations on those sets that can
be used in the righthand side of the action specification of transitions. The first four
operations correspond to the common set operations: union, difference, intersection,
and membership. The selection operation selects al references r of a set of references
for which the predicate p evaluates to true. The predicate p may contain any accessible
variable including global variables of the agent referenced by r, if any. Furthermore
there is no limitation on the functions used in p, as long as the predicate evaluates to
a boolean value for all references r. The max and min operations select the reference r
of a set of references for which the defined function f is minimal, respectively maximal.
Also in f any accessible variable including global variables of r may be used. The
only requirement for the function f is that it should return a real value for any given
reference. The final operation is a pick operation, which randomly picks a reference
of a given set. Note that the given syntax allows these operations also to be typed in
simple text editors.

In addition to the set operations, also some notation is introduced. By convention, the
interface of a structure S is denoted as IS . Consequently, a reference variable which
should store references to a structure S is of type IS .
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Name Syntax Definition
Addition Add(refset1,refset2) refset1 := refset1 ∪ refset2

Add(refset1, ref 1) refset1 := refset1 ∪ {ref 1}
Deletion Del(refset1,refset2) refset1 := refset1 \ refset2

Del(refset1, ref 1) refset1 := refset1 \ {ref 1}
Intersection refset3 := Int(refset1, refset2) refset3 := refset1 ∩ refset2

In b := ref 1 In refset1 b := (ref 1 ∈ refset1)
Selection refset2 := Sel(r : refset1, p(r)) refset2 := {r|r ∈ refset1 ∧ p(r)}
Max ref 1 := Max(r : refset1, f(r)) ref 1 := ref max,

(∀i ∈refset1 : f(i) ≤ f(ref max))
Min ref 1 := Min(r : refset1, f(r)) ref 1 := ref min,

(∀i ∈refset1 : f(ref min) ≤ f(i))
Pick ref 1 := Pick(refset1) ref 1 := ref , ref ∈ refset1

Table 5.1: Defined set operations on set-valued agent reference variables.

5.2 Modular Reconfigurable Robots Example

5.2.1 Introduction

In this example the Polybot [24] robot is considered. Polybot is a modular reconfigurable
robot system composed of two types of modules: nodes and segments. Both types are
cube shaped (5 cm edges) and designed in such a way that more complex tasks, like
locomotion, can only be accomplished by connecting a number of modules together.
The node module has six connection points and is rigid, i.e. has no degree of freedom.
The segment module has two connection points on two opposing faces of the cube and
has one degree of freedom. In the presented example, only modules of the segment type
are used.

Figure 5.1 shows a CAD drawing of a segment type module of the Polybot robot. The
top face is one of the two connection points and has a connection plate. The connection
plate is used for physical connection as well as for electrical connection. The electrical
connection is used for passing both power and communication from module to module.
The four pins and holes in the middle of the connection plate provide physical connection
by locking the pins of an adjacent module with a latch. The electrical connectors are
positioned in the corners of the connection plate. Between each two corners along the
edges of the connection plate photo-diodes and LED’s are placed. These can be used for
close-range coordination of the connection of two connection plates. Figure 5.2 shows
a chain of four connected segment modules.

In addition to the connection plates, each segment module is equipped with an embed-
ded processor and a DC motor for actuation. The DC motor can be used to tilt the two
faces with the connection plates with respect to each other. Figure 5.3 gives a two di-
mensional schematic view of an actuation of a segment module. The black circle in the
middle depicts the DC motor and the sides with the little black boxes depict the connec-
tion plates of the module. More abstract, the DC motor can change the angle θ between
the normals of the connection plates to a different angle θ′. By connecting a number
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Fig. 7. a) The initial starting position, with the two plates arbitrarily far, b) the
end of the long range phase, c) the end of the medium range phase, d) success-
fully docked, e) end module detached from frame

2) Medium range: The computed offset method suffered
from inaccuracy and variability of sensor/emitter model, caus-
ing the constraint solver to fail. These inconsistencies are
formed from irregularities in the mounting of the sensors as well
as part-to-part variations.

In addition, the nature of the IR model’s curve gave usable
sensitivity over only a small range of offsets. The narrow fo-
cus lenses on the emittors and receivers made the system highly
sensitive to the angle parameters. This high sensitivity existed
over a small range of motion, leading to either saturation or no
measurable signal over the rest of the range.

A further difficulty proved to be the geometric layout of
the sensors and emittors. As both components were recessed

slightly in the frames (for physical robustness), then at close
ranges, measured intensity diminished to zero, even when per-
fectly aligned. This meant that at a distance of about 20mm the
sensors became useless.

The problems that lead to the computed offset’s failure have
been addressed in the new design, as discussed in Section IV.

The centering method proved much more robust to sensor er-
rors and more consistently brought the mating modules to within
an acceptable starting position for the short range phase to suc-
ceed.

3) Short range: Once in phase three, a G2 module opens
the latch and inverse kinematics are used to make incremental
movements forward (normal to the mating plate planes which
are theoretically aligned at this point). After a specified time de-
lay the latches are allowed to close and docking is completed.
The success of the short range phase is highly dependent on the
medium range phase bringing the mating modules close enough.

It was found that after the latches are allowed to close, it is
beneficial to add orthogonal perturbations (“wiggling”) to en-
sure a proper fit. This greatly increased the probability of a suc-
cessful secure docking. There is precedent for this in other sit-
uations, such as industrial assembly tasks.[17]

IV. POLYBOT G3 CONNECTION

A third generation PolyBot module has been prototyped. This
new design addresses a number of the shortcomings discovered
in G2 and discussed in the previous section.

Fig. 8. PolyBot G3 module

The G3 modules are smaller, roughly mm. The
most notable visible difference is the absence of the DC motor
extending past the side of the module. Instead a DC pancake
motor with a harmonic gear completely internal to the module
is used.

Figures 8 and 9 show the G3 module. The general concept is
identical, but the G3 interface plates are slightly smaller than the
G2 interface plates, and many of the G3 components have been
moved relative to their G2 positions. The changes in the design
are made to

Figure 5.1: Rendering of a CAD
drawing of a segment type mod-
ule of the Polybot robot. Taken
from [24].

Figure 5.2: CAD drawing of
a chain of four connected seg-
ment modules. Image created by
Mustafa Karabas.

’

Figure 5.3: Schematic view of two positions of the dc motor of a segment module.

of segment modules together a snake-like or loop-like robot can be created, being able
to move by coordinated actuation of the DC motors of the modules [59]. Currently a
power supply is not part of the segment module. Power is supplied externally.

The example focusses on reconfiguration to achieve robustness through redundancy and
self-repair, inspired by [45]. Locomotion and reconfiguration to achieve an environment-
dependent optimal robot shape for locomotion is not a primary concern. In this example
we focus on three connected modules which are part of a larger chain of modules, see
Figure 5.4. The middle one of the three modules has a defect and breaks down.

Figure 5.5 shows the scenario which is modeled in this example. First the middle module
C2 breaks down. As soon as the two connected modules C1 and C3 detect that C2 has
broken down, they disconnect and move away from C2. Note that this movement is
only possible because C1 and C3 are both part of a longer chain of modules. Once they
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Figure 5.4: Chain of segment modules, where the three shaded modules will be modeled
in the example.

are clear from C2, they move to each other and reconnect thereby forming a single chain
configuration and finishing the self-repair.

The example is heavily simplified and the emphasis of the model is on the reconfiguration
aspects. The example is limited to two dimensions. Furthermore, each connector plate
is assumed to have an infrared transmitter for short-range communication with other
modules instead of having only photo-diodes and LED’s. The movement of the chains
of modules is not modeled. In other words, this example focussed much more on the
discrete part while leaving open the continuous part. This is a reasonable approach,
since R-Charon only extends the discrete part of Charon.

As already noted in the approach of the R-Charon extension (Section 4.1), this appli-
cation example and the application example of the next section (Section 5.3) have also
been used in the process of defining the syntax and semantics. This example has mainly
been used to get more insight in changing the configuration of a system by adding and
removing links between the agents. The concept of reference variables and global agent
variables which can be accessed through a reference variable was developed hand in
hand with the design of this model. Also the notion of interfaces as types of reference
variables was introduced because the limitation of structure typed reference variables
became apparent in an early version of this example.

5.2.2 Structures and Agents

Figure 5.6 presents the system which consists of a number of agents. The arrows
originating from a black or white box depict the global, respectively local references
between the agents. There are three structures in the system: Environment , SegmentA,
and SegmentB . Note that the sub-agents of SegmentA are in fact the top-level modes
of SegmentA and are only drawn as sub-agents for notational convenience. The sole
purpose of the single instance env of Environment is to store a set of references to
all agents in the system. The SegmentA structure models (part of) a regular Polybot
segment module. Two agents seg1 and seg3 of structure SegmentA represent the segment
modules C1 and C3. The agent seg2 of structure SegmentB models the malfunctioning
segment module C2. The SegmentB structure has no top-level modes, i.e. has only a
set of initialized global variables.

Both the SegmentA and SegmentB structure have the same set of global variables or
interface. This interface is denoted as Imodule . Figure 5.7 depicts a graphical represen-
tation of the SegmentA structure with the Imodule interface. The left and right reference
variables represent the state the connection plate of the segment modules. If the left
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Figure 5.5: Scenario in which a chain-configured modular robot repairs itself from a
broken module.

SegmentB seg2SegmentA seg1 SegmentA seg3
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operation

Shutdown
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Control

Normal 
operation

deadlock

Communication
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d(E) = -1 + 
CommAct * 2.5

Power

deadlock
dlFlag := 1

C2

SegmentA

Environment env 

global Imodule left
Imodule right
(Real, Real) Pos[X,Y] 

local Real E
Env e

S = { Environment, 
SegmentA, SegmentB}

A = 
{
Environment env
SegmentA seg1, seg3
SegmentB seg2
}

Environment

global Imodule left
Imodule right
(Real, Real) Pos[X,Y] 
Real msgOutL
Real msgOutR

local Env e
[LEFT, RIGHT] deadp 
[ON, OFF] leftIR
[ON, OFF] rightIR

global set( Imodule ) mods

Control IR 
Transmitter

Imodule

Imodule

IR 
Transmitter

Control

Communication

IR 
Transmitter

Control

Communication

Figure 5.6: Overview of the agents and configuration of the modular reconfigurable
robot system.
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local Real E
IEnvironment e

S = { Environment, 
SegmentA, SegmentB}

A = 
{
Environment env
SegmentA seg1, seg3
SegmentB seg2
}

Environment

global ISegment left
ISegment right
(Real, Real) Pos[X,Y] 
Real msgOutL
Real msgOutR

local IEnvironment e
[LEFT, RIGHT, UND] deadp 
[ON, OFF] leftIR
[ON, OFF] rightIR

global set( ISegment ) 
mods

Control IR 
Transmitter

ISegment

ISegment

IR 
Transmitter

Control

Communication

IR 
Transmitter

Control
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Figure 5.7: Overview of the agents and configuration of the modular reconfigurable
robot system.

or right reference variable of a segment agent points to another agent, then the right,
respectively left connection plate of the segment represented by the agent is connected
to the module represented by the referred agent. The Pos[X ,Y ] represent the current
position of the module in record form, which is simply a shorthand notation for two
separate variables. The msgOutL and msgOutR variables represent the last send mes-
sage to the module connected to either the left or the right connection plate. Initially
left and right point to the agents connected to the respective connection plates. The
msgOutL and msgOutR variables are initially both 0. The initial value of the position
is not relevant for this example.

The SegmentA structure consists of three sub-agents or top-level modes. The
IR Transmitter sub-agent models the two short-range infrared detection and commu-
nication units on the connection plates of the segment. The Communication sub-agent
takes care of the communication to connected modules. Both the IR Transmitter and
the Communication agent are used and controlled by the Control agent which controls
the DC Motor of the segment module. Note that the connection latches and electrical
connection points are modeled by the left and right reference variables.

In addition to the global variables as specified in ISegment , the SegmentA structure also
has some local variables. The reference variable e of type IEnvironment is used to store
a reference to the environment agent of the system. The deadp variable is a ternary
variable used to communicate from the Communication top-level mode to the Control
top-level mode whether any connected segment module seems to have a defect. The
leftIR and the rightIR variables are binary variables and used by the Control top-level
mode to communicate to the IR Transmitter whether to switch on or to switch off
the left, respectively right IR transmitter. The exact purpose and details of the local
variables becomes apparent in the descriptions of the top-level modes presented below.

5.2.3 Top-level Modes

Figure 5.8 shows the IR Transmitter top-level mode of the SegmentA structure. The
top-level mode has three atomic submodes. Initially the IR transmitter is inactive
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IR Transmitter

Sleep Mode

global input [ON, OFF] leftIR
[ON, OFF] rightIR
ISegment left
ISegment right
IEnvironment e
(Real,Real) Pos[X,Y]

output ISegment scanresult
local set( ISegment ) scan

Left IR on

diff{ d(t) == 1 }

leftIR = ON
t := 0

t = 1
t := 0

scan :=  Sel( m : e.mods, 
Sqrt( (m.Pos.X - Pos.X)2 + (m.Pos.Y - Pos.Y)2 )  < SCANRANGE /\ (m.Pos.X < Pos.X) )

scanresult := Min( m : scan, Pos.X - m.Pos.X )

leftIR = OFF Right IR on

diff{ d(t) == 1 }

rightIR = ON
t := 0

rightIR = OFF

t = 1
t := 0

scan:= Sel( m : e.mods, 
Sqrt( (m.Pos.X - Pos.X)2 + (m.Pos.Y - Pos.Y)2 )  < SCANRANGE 
/\ (m.Pos.X > Pos.X))

scanresult := Min( m : scan, m.Pos.X - Pos.X )

Figure 5.8: IR Controller top-level mode of the SegmentA structure.

and in a sleep state. When the binary variable leftIR or rightIR is changed to the
ON constant, the left, respectively right IR transmitter is turned on, indicated by a
corresponding mode switch. The leftIR or rightIR are only changed in the Control
top-level mode. Until deactivated, the IR transmitter scans once per time unit for the
closest other agent by querying the environment agent and stores, if any, a reference to
the closest segment agent.

Figure 5.9 shows the Communication top-level mode of the SegmentA structure. Initially
it is assumed that the segments are positioned in between two other segments. In this
mode, every two time units a new value is written to the msgOutL and msgOutR
variables. These new values model stayed-alive messages. If from one of the connected
segment agents no stayed-alive message has been received for more than ten time units,
the corresponding unit is assumed to be broken. In this case the Control top-level mode
is notified by setting the ternary deadp variable accordingly. Initially this variable is set
to the constant UND , signifying that it is undefined. The notification of the Controller
is accompanied by a mode switch to a corresponding mode. In case the controller
signifies a reconnection of one of the connection plates to another segment by setting
the left or right reference variables, a modes switch occurs. In the target mode of that
switch also stayed-alive messages are send to and checked from the newly connected
segment.

Figure 5.10 shows the Control top-level mode of the SegmentA structure. All non-atomic
submodes of which the details are left unspecified, are drawn with a fat border. Initially
control is in normal operation in which for example the motor could be controlled to
achieve locomotion of the whole modular robot. As soon as the Communication top-
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Figure 5.9: Communication top-level mode of the SegmentA structure.
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level mode signals a time-out of one of one of the two connected segment module
agents, the corresponding segment is disconnected and control switches to a repair
mode. Disconnecting the failing segment module is achieved through assigning ε to
the corresponding left or right reference variable. This disconnection amounts to the
removal of a link. Note that the global and local variables of the Robot repair mode
are not specified explicitly to prevent cluttering of the model. The only local variable
of the Robot repair mode is oldY of type Real .

In the Robot repair mode, first control takes care of moving the segment module (and its
remaining connected segment modules) far enough downwards. Far enough in the sense
that the broken module should be out of range of the IR transmitter of the module
to prevent any interference. Also here the example abstracts from the exact details
of the actuators and communication involved. Once the module has moved away far
enough, the IR transmitter at the connection plate formerly connected to the broken
module is switched on. After allowing some time to wait for the scan results, the IR
transmitter is switched off. In case no suitable segment module to (re)connect to is
found, control switches to normal operation as right or left end segment module. In
case the IR transmitter finds a segment module, the segment module moves towards
this. Details of the movement are, again, omitted. Once the approached segment
module is within connection reach, a link to the approached segment module is added
by setting the left or right reference variable. As pointed out earlier, the addition of this
link models the physical and electrical connection of the corresponding connection plate
to the connection plate of the approached segment module. Thereby the self-repair is
completed and the control mode returns to its normal mode of operation.
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(as middle module)

inv{ deadp = UND }

Control

deadp = LEFT
formerleft := left

left := ε
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Figure 5.10: Controller top-level mode of the SegmentA structure.
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5.3 Air Traffic Control Application Example

5.3.1 Introduction

This example is a limited part of a simplified air-traffic control system for commercial
airplanes in a free flight scenario. Often denoted as the future in aviation [47], free flight
allows airplanes to fly straight to their target, as opposed to the current situation where
a list of fixed navigation way-points determined by ground control is followed [17].

The example focusses on a section of airspace (center) in which airplanes enter and leave.
Figure 5.11 provides a conceptual overview of the center. The center has a designated,
yet flexible no-fly zone, e.g. a military training operation area off limit to commercial
airplanes. In case an airplane approaches the designated no-fly zone, ground control
takes over the navigation of the airplane by giving way-points, directing the airplane
around the no-fly zone.

All airplanes entering the center are equipped with an ADS-B Datalink and a collision
avoidance system to resolve conflicts between airplane conflicts without interference
of ground control. Through the ADS-B Datalink system, an airplane communicates
directly with other airplanes in the range of the datalink system and transmits infor-
mation like positions, speed, and acceleration. Figure 5.12 depicts the range of the
ADS-B datalink, as well as the range of the conflict and protected zone of an airplane.
A situation in which two or more airplanes enter each others alarm zone is called a
conflict. To avoid a collision of airplanes no other airplane should penetrate the pro-
tected zone of an airplane. Every time a conflict occurs, a collision avoidance protocol
discussed in [55] is followed.

This collision avoidance protocol is very simple. Every time two or more airplanes enter
each others alarm zone, all involved airplanes follow a half circle clockwise. The radius
of the circle is half the size of the radius of the alarm zone range. Figure 5.13 shows a
scenario with two airplanes.

As noted earlier, the model is simplified compared to normal aircraft operation. The
magnitude of the speed of the airplanes is assumed to be constant, i.e. only the direction
of the speed vector can change. In addition all airplanes fly on the same constant height.
Communication between airplanes and from airplane to ground control is assumed to
be free of delay and errors. Moreover, any environmental conditions like thunderstorms
are not taken into account.

This example has mainly been used to get more insight in changing the configuration of
a system by adding and removing agents. Several semantic decisions on agent creation
and destruction are based on the process of modeling the example, e.g. the decision
that agent creation takes place right in the discrete step at the place where the agent
is syntactically created. In addition the modeling of this example has lead to writable
global reference variables to allow for a greater flexibility in modeling reconfiguration.
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Figure 5.11: Overview of the air-traffic control example.1. Straight ahead to target
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Figure 5.12: Range of ADS-B Datalink communication system, danger zone, and pro-
tected zone.
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Alarm Zone

Figure 5.13: Collision avoidance scenario with two airplanes.

5.3.2 Structures and Agents

Figure 5.14 presents the system which consists of a number of agents. The arrows
starting originating from a black (global) or white (local) box depict the references from
one agent to another. There are four structures in the system: Center , GroundControl ,
Airplane, and Controller . Note that the sub-agents of Airplane are in fact the top-
level modes of Airplane and are only drawn as sub-agents for notational convenience.
Initially two agents exist in the system: the ctr agent of structure Center and the gc
agent of structure GroundControl . The ctr agents represents the section of the airspace
and stores references to all airplanes in the center. Airplanes entering and leaving
the center are modeled by creation, respectively destruction of airplane agents. These
airplane agents are denoted by a1 , a2 , . . . and are of structure Airplane. The gc agent
monitors the airspace in the center. In case an airplane agent approaches the no-fly
zone, it creates a new controller agent, denoted by c1 , c2 , . . . of structure Controller .
The controller agent contacts the corresponding airplane and guides it around the no-fly
zone.

The airplane structure consists of three top-level modes. The CAV top-level mode takes
care of the detection of possible collisions. The (Auto)Pilot top-level mode controls the
direction of the airplane. The ADSB top-level mode scans the environment of the
airplane and stores the airplanes in the different zones surrounding the airplanes. The
scanning of the ADSB top-level mode, is modeled by querying a global variable of the
ctr agent. That global variable is a set-valued reference variable containing references
to all airplanes in the center. The ctr agent acts in this system somewhat as a location
model.

5.3.3 Top-level Modes

Figure 5.15 shows the top-level mode of the Center structure. Besides storing references
to all airplane agents in the center, it creates new airplanes. The new airplanes are
positioned at the border of the center, for which a random function is assumed. The
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Figure 5.14: Snapshot of the agents and configuration of the air-traffic control system.

Create controllers

inv{ False }

Wait

inv{ True }

global Set(IAirplane ) airplanes
local IAirplane newPlane

Int planeIDCtr

create( newPlane , (ctr := this, pos := Random(10000, 10000) ; 
                               target := Random(10000, 10000); ID := planeIDCtr),
            Airplane )
planeIDCtr := PlaneIDCtr + 1
Add( airplanes, newPlane )

Center

Ground Control

Monitor center

inv{ True }

local IAirplane tempPlane
ICenter ctr
IController newController
Set(IAirplane ) NFZPlanes

NFZplanes := sel(a : ctr.airplanes, NFZ.X1 < a.pos.X < NFZ.X2 
      /\ NFZ.Y1 < a.pos.Y < NFZ.Y2 )

NFZPlanes =  {}
tempPlane := ε

NFZPlanes <> {}
tempPlane := pick( NFZplanes) 
create( newController, (planeID := tempPlane.planeID; ctr := this.ctr; release  := False; 

         tar := (0,0); plane := tempPlane), Controller ) 
Del( NFZplanes, tempPlane )

Controller global Real planeID
(Real, Real) tar
Bool release

local ICenter ctr
IAirplane plane

Guide Plane

inv{ plane <> ε }

plane.c := this

Finished

plane = ε
release := True
ctr := ε
destroy( this )

planeIDCtr := 0

...

release := True
ctr := ε
plane := ε

Figure 5.15: Top-level mode of the Center structure.
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Create controllers

inv{ False }

Wait

inv{ True }

global Set(IAirplane ) airplanes
local IAirplane newPlane

Int planeIDCtr

create( newPlane , (ctr := this, pos := Random(10000, 10000) ; 
                               target := Random(10000, 10000); ID := planeIDCtr),
            Airplane )
planeIDCtr := PlaneIDCtr + 1
Add( airplanes, newPlane )

Center

Ground Control

Monitor center

inv{ True }

local IAirplane tempPlane
ICenter ctr
IController newController
Set(IAirplane ) NFZPlanes

NFZplanes := sel(a : ctr.airplanes, NFZ.X1 < a.pos.X < NFZ.X2 
      /\ NFZ.Y1 < a.pos.Y < NFZ.Y2 )

NFZPlanes =  {}
tempPlane := ε

NFZPlanes <> {}
tempPlane := pick( NFZplanes) 
create( newController, (planeID := tempPlane.planeID; ctr := this.ctr; release  := False; 

         tar := (0,0); plane := tempPlane), Controller ) 
Del( NFZplanes, tempPlane )

Controller global Real planeID
(Real, Real) tar
Bool release

local ICenter ctr
IAirplane plane

Guide Plane

inv{ plane <> ε }

plane.c := this

Finished

plane = ε
release := True
ctr := ε
destroy( this )

planeIDCtr := 0

...

release := True
ctr := ε
plane := ε

Figure 5.16: Top-level mode of the GroundControl structure.

same holds for the target of the airplane.

Figure 5.16 shows the top-level mode of the GroundControl structure. In this mode the
center is monitored by selecting all airplane agents which are within a certain range of
the no-fly zone of the center. The boundary coordinates of the no-fly zone are assumed
to be stored in a constant NFZ . For each of the selected airplane agents, a controller
agent is created. The airplane which should be guided by the controller is passed in the
initialization assignment part of the agent create operation of the new controller. Note
that it is possible to enter a mode with an invariant False in R-Charon. However, the
mode has to be left then without any passage of time, which is possible by a continuous
step of the system with a duration of zero.

Figure 5.17 shows the top-level mode of the Controller structure. Such a controller
could be considered to be a controller task. In this case the number of concurrently
existing controllers should be limited, depending on the number of human operators
and the number of tasks each human operator can fulfill concurrently. In the discrete
initialization step, the airplane concerned is notified by setting a global reference vari-
able c of the airplane to the controller self. The Guide Plane mode is marked with a
fat line to denote that it is a composite mode which is left unspecified. For the case
in which the guided airplane is destroyed (i.e. leaves the center), a group transition to
deal with the undefined plane reference variable is specified. In that case, the controller
destroys itself. In case the guided airplane has been directed successfully around the
no-fly zone, the airplane is notified which will destroy the controller.

As discussed earlier, the Airplane contains three top-level modes. Figure 5.18 shows the
ADSB top-level mode of the Airplane structure. It periodically queries its environment
to update the set-valued reference variables storing references to the airplanes in the
various defined zones. This models the communication of the ADS-B Datalink system
with its environment.

Figure 5.19 shows the CAV top-level mode of the Airplane structure. In this top-level
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Create controllers

inv{ False }

Wait

inv{ True }

global Set(IAirplane ) airplanes
local IAirplane newPlane

Int planeIDCtr

create( newPlane , (ctr := this, pos := Random(10000, 10000) ; 
                               target := Random(10000, 10000); ID := planeIDCtr),
            Airplane )
planeIDCtr := PlaneIDCtr + 1
Add( airplanes, newPlane )

Center

Ground Control

Monitor center

inv{ True }

local IAirplane tempPlane
ICenter ctr
IController newController
Set(IAirplane ) NFZPlanes

NFZplanes := sel(a : ctr.airplanes, NFZ.X1 < a.pos.X < NFZ.X2 
      /\ NFZ.Y1 < a.pos.Y < NFZ.Y2 )

NFZPlanes =  {}
tempPlane := ε

NFZPlanes <> {}
tempPlane := pick( NFZplanes) 
create( newController, (planeID := tempPlane.planeID; ctr := this.ctr; release  := False; 

         tar := (0,0); plane := tempPlane), Controller ) 
Del( NFZplanes, tempPlane )

Controller global Real planeID
(Real, Real) tar
Bool release

local ICenter ctr
IAirplane plane

Guide Plane

inv{ plane <> ε }

plane.c := this

Finished

plane = ε
release := True
ctr := ε
destroy( this )

planeIDCtr := 0

...

release := True
ctr := ε
plane := ε

Figure 5.17: Top-level mode of the Controller structure.

CAV guided

dif{ d(t) == 1}
alg{ v.X == - sin((SPEED/ initDist)*t + angle) }
alg{ v.Y ==  cos((SPEED/ initDist)*t + angle) }
inv{ collApp <> ε   /\  t <= (initDist * PI) / SPEED }

(Auto)Pilot

dif{ d(pos.X) == v.X * SPEED }
dif{ (pos.Y) == v.Y * SPEED }

Normal operation 

Alg{ magn == Sqrt( (tar.X - pos.X)2 + (tar.Y - pos.Y)2 )
alg{ v.X == (tar.X - pos.X) * (1/ magn) }
alg{ v.Y == (tar.Y - pos.Y) * (1/ magn) }
inv{ collAP <> ε

global input ICenter ctr
(Real, Real) tar[x,y]
Real ID
IAirplane collAP

output (Real,Real) pos[X,Y]
IController c
(Real,Real) v[x,y]

local Real initDist

collApp = ε   \/
t = (initDist * PI) / SPEED

Ground control guided

alg{ magn  == Sqrt( (c.tar.X - pos.X)2 + (c.tar.Y - pos.Y)2 )
alg{ v.X == (c.tar.X - pos.X) * (1 / magn ) }
alg{ v.Y == (c.tar.Y - pos.Y) * (1 / magn)  }
inv{ c.release == False }

angle := ( arccos( 1/d * (pos.X - collAP.X) ) * sign(pos.Y - collAP.Y) ) mod 2
t := 0
initDist := Sqrt( (collAP.X - pos.X)2 + (collAP.Y - pos.Y)2 )

ADSB global input ICenter ctr
output set(IAirplane) protZone

set(IAirplane) alertZone
set(IAirplane) ADSBZonedif{ d(t) == 1 }

inv{ t < 2 }

protZone := Sel( a : ADSBZone, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 4600 )  
alertZone := Sel( a : ADSBZone, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 8000 )   
ADSBZone := Sel( a : ctr.airplanes, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 10000 )  
t := 0

A1

CAV

(Auto) 
Pilot

ADS-B Datalink

Free flight

c.release
destroy (c)c <> ε

|pos.X - tar.X| < 1 /\
|pos.Y - tar.Y| < 1
 destroy(this)

CAV

dif{ d(t) == 1 }
inv{ t <= 1 }

global input set(IAirplane) alertZone
ICenter ctr
(Real,Real) pos[X,Y]
(Real, Real) v[X,Y]

output IAirplane collAP
local set(IAirplane) collPlanes

inv{ False }

collPlanes := 
Sel(a : alertZone, (pos.X*a.pos.X + pos.Y * a.pos.Y) / (Sqrt(pos.X2 + pos.Y2)*Sqrt(a.pos.X2 + a.pos.Y2)) > 0.5

/\
          (v.X * a.v.X + v.Y * a.v.Y) / (Sqrt(v.X2 + v.Y2)*Sqrt(a.v.X2 + a.v.Y2)) > 0.5  ) 

collPlanes = {}
collAP := ε

t := 0
collPlanes <> {}
collAP := Min( a : collPlanes, a.pos.X * sign(v.x) )
t := 0

t := 0

ADSBzone := {}
alertZone := {}
protZone := {}

Figure 5.18: ADSB Top-level mode of the Airplane structure.

CAV guided

dif{ d(t) == 1}
alg{ v.X == - sin((SPEED/ initDist)*t + angle) }
alg{ v.Y ==  cos((SPEED/ initDist)*t + angle) }
inv{ collApp <> ε   /\  t <= (initDist * PI) / SPEED }

(Auto)Pilot

dif{ d(pos.X) == v.X * SPEED }
dif{ (pos.Y) == v.Y * SPEED }

Normal operation 

Alg{ magn == Sqrt( (tar.X - pos.X)2 + (tar.Y - pos.Y)2 )
alg{ v.X == (tar.X - pos.X) * (1/ magn) }
alg{ v.Y == (tar.Y - pos.Y) * (1/ magn) }
inv{ collAP <> ε

global input ICenter ctr
(Real, Real) tar[x,y]
Real ID
IAirplane collAP

output (Real,Real) pos[X,Y]
IController c
(Real,Real) v[x,y]

local Real initDist

collApp = ε   \/
t = (initDist * PI) / SPEED

Ground control guided

alg{ magn  == Sqrt( (c.tar.X - pos.X)2 + (c.tar.Y - pos.Y)2 )
alg{ v.X == (c.tar.X - pos.X) * (1 / magn ) }
alg{ v.Y == (c.tar.Y - pos.Y) * (1 / magn)  }
inv{ c.release == False }

angle := ( arccos( 1/d * (pos.X - collAP.X) ) * sign(pos.Y - collAP.Y) ) mod 2
t := 0
initDist := Sqrt( (collAP.X - pos.X)2 + (collAP.Y - pos.Y)2 )

ADSB global input ICenter ctr
output set(IAirplane) protZone

set(IAirplane) alertZone
set(IAirplane) ADSBZonedif{ d(t) == 1 }

inv{ t < 2 }

protZone := Sel( a : ADSBZone, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 4600 )  
alertZone := Sel( a : ADSBZone, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 8000 )   
ADSBZone := Sel( a : ctr.airplanes, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 10000 )  
t := 0

A1

CAV

(Auto) 
Pilot

ADS-B Datalink

Free flight

c.release
destroy (c)c <> ε

|pos.X - tar.X| < 1 /\
|pos.Y - tar.Y| < 1
 destroy(this)

CAV

dif{ d(t) == 1 }
inv{ t <= 1 }

global input set(IAirplane) alertZone
ICenter ctr
(Real,Real) pos[X,Y]
(Real, Real) v[X,Y]

output IAirplane collAP
local set(IAirplane) collPlanes

inv{ False }

collPlanes := 
Sel(a : alertZone, (pos.X*a.pos.X + pos.Y * a.pos.Y) / (Sqrt(pos.X2 + pos.Y2)*Sqrt(a.pos.X2 + a.pos.Y2)) > 0.5

/\
          (v.X * a.v.X + v.Y * a.v.Y) / (Sqrt(v.X2 + v.Y2)*Sqrt(a.v.X2 + a.v.Y2)) > 0.5  ) 

collPlanes = {}
collAP := ε

t := 0
collPlanes <> {}
collAP := Min( a : collPlanes, a.pos.X * sign(v.x) )
t := 0

t := 0

ADSBzone := {}
alertZone := {}
protZone := {}

Figure 5.19: CAV Top-level mode of the Airplane structure.
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CAV guided

dif{ d(t) == 1}
alg{ v.X == - sin((SPEED/ initDist)*t + angle) }
alg{ v.Y ==  cos((SPEED/ initDist)*t + angle) }
inv{ collApp <> ε   /\  t <= (initDist * PI) / SPEED }

(Auto)Pilot

dif{ d(pos.X) == v.X * SPEED }
dif{ (pos.Y) == v.Y * SPEED }

Normal operation 

Alg{ magn == Sqrt( (tar.X - pos.X)2 + (tar.Y - pos.Y)2 )
alg{ v.X == (tar.X - pos.X) * (1/ magn) }
alg{ v.Y == (tar.Y - pos.Y) * (1/ magn) }
inv{ collAP <> ε

global input ICenter ctr
(Real, Real) tar[x,y]
Real ID
IAirplane collAP

output (Real,Real) pos[X,Y]
IController c
(Real,Real) v[x,y]

local Real initDist

collApp = ε   \/
t = (initDist * PI) / SPEED

Ground control guided

alg{ magn  == Sqrt( (c.tar.X - pos.X)2 + (c.tar.Y - pos.Y)2 )
alg{ v.X == (c.tar.X - pos.X) * (1 / magn ) }
alg{ v.Y == (c.tar.Y - pos.Y) * (1 / magn)  }
inv{ c.release == False }

angle := ( arccos( 1/d * (pos.X - collAP.X) ) * sign(pos.Y - collAP.Y) ) mod 2
t := 0
initDist := Sqrt( (collAP.X - pos.X)2 + (collAP.Y - pos.Y)2 )

ADSB global input ICenter ctr
output set(IAirplane) protZone

set(IAirplane) alertZone
set(IAirplane) ADSBZonedif{ d(t) == 1 }

inv{ t < 2 }

protZone := Sel( a : ADSBZone, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 4600 )  
alertZone := Sel( a : ADSBZone, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 8000 )   
ADSBZone := Sel( a : ctr.airplanes, Sqrt( (a.pos.X - pos.X)2 + (a.pos.Y - pos.Y)2 < 10000 )  
t := 0

A1

CAV

(Auto) 
Pilot

ADS-B Datalink

Free flight

c.release
destroy (c)c <> ε

|pos.X - tar.X| < 1 /\
|pos.Y - tar.Y| < 1
 destroy(this)

CAV

dif{ d(t) == 1 }
inv{ t <= 1 }

global input set(IAirplane) alertZone
ICenter ctr
(Real,Real) pos[X,Y]
(Real, Real) v[X,Y]

output IAirplane collAP
local set(IAirplane) collPlanes

inv{ False }

collPlanes := 
Sel(a : alertZone, (pos.X*a.pos.X + pos.Y * a.pos.Y) / (Sqrt(pos.X2 + pos.Y2)*Sqrt(a.pos.X2 + a.pos.Y2)) > 0.5

/\
          (v.X * a.v.X + v.Y * a.v.Y) / (Sqrt(v.X2 + v.Y2)*Sqrt(a.v.X2 + a.v.Y2)) > 0.5  ) 

collPlanes = {}
collAP := ε

t := 0
collPlanes <> {}
collAP := Min( a : collPlanes, a.pos.X * sign(v.x) )
t := 0

t := 0

ADSBzone := {}
alertZone := {}
protZone := {}

Figure 5.20: (Auto)Pilot Top-level mode of the Airplane structure.

mode periodically all airplanes in the alarm zone which are in front of the airplane and
at the same time are flying in a direction opposing the airplane, are selected. Of this
resulting set the airplane which is farthest left from the perspective of the airplane is
selected. If any, a reference to the left-most opposingly directed airplane is stored in
the collAP reference variable.

Figure 5.20 shows the (Auto)Pilot top-level mode of the Airplane structure. The air-
plane has two modes of operation: ground control guided and free flight. In turn, the
free flight mode consists of two submodes: normal operation and collision avoidance
(CAV) guided. Initially the airplane enters the normal operation mode in which the
airplane flies straight to its set target somewhere on the edge of the center. In case a
collision is possible, i.e. the collAP is set, a switch to the CAV guided mode occurs. In
this mode the airplane follows the collision avoidance protocol discussed earlier until
either the protocol is completed or the possible collision airplane has left the center. In
case a controller is created and contacts the airplane by setting the variable c, regard-
less of the current active submode of the free flight mode, a mode switch to the ground
control guided mode occurs. In this mode, the airplane follows the target set by the
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controller. Collision avoidance is then assumed to be taken care of by the controller.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis investigated the creation of a compact reconfigurable distributed hybrid
systems modeling language framework with well-defined semantics inspired by a selected
application domain.

In the course of the introduction in Chapter 1 the reconfigurable distributed hybrid
systems modeling language was chosen to be an extension of an existing hybrid automata
based language.

In Chapter 2 a context for the reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling lan-
guage was presented and defined. First an overview of possible application domains
and their hybrid and reconfiguration features was presented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2
presented a motivated choice of a target application domain out of these five application
domains. Section 2.3 defined the notion of a configuration of a system along with the
notion of reconfiguration by defining a set of reconfiguration primitives.

In Chapter 3 the hybrid automata based modeling framework to extend with reconfig-
uration was presented in detail. First, three major hybrid automata based modeling
languages were briefly discussed in Section 3.1. At the end of that section the choice
was made to use Charon as the framework to extend. Next a complete and extensive
description of Charon was presented in Section 3.2.

In Chapter 4 the reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling framework as an
extension of Charon was presented. The chapter started by explaining the approach to
the extension in Section 4.1. Before presenting the syntax of R-Charon in Section 4.3,
some notation was introduced in Section 4.2. In Section 4.4 the informal semantics
were presented. The informal semantics were then formalized by giving an operational
semantics for the different levels of R-Charon in Section 4.5. In the final Section 4.6
the characteristics of R-Charon were discussed.

To illustrate R-Charon, two application examples were presented in Chapter 5. How-
ever, before presenting the examples, some needed R-Charon set operations and nota-
tion were introduced in Section 5.1. In the Sections 5.2 and 5.3 examples of the modular
reconfigurable robots domain, respectively the large-scale transportation systems do-
main were presented and discussed.
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6.1 Research Results

In this section the research questions introduced in Chapter 1 will be related to the
results presented in Chapter 2 till Chapter 5.

Research question one: What is a suitable target application domain for a reconfig-
urable distributed hybrid systems modeling language?

This research question was answered by first presenting a number of possible applica-
tion domains (Section 2.1) and then making a choice out of the presented application
domains (Section 2.2). Two domains were chosen to jointly form the target application
domain: large-scale transportation systems and modular reconfigurable robots.

Research question two: What are suitable notions of configuration and reconfigura-
tion in the target application domain?

This question was addressed and answered by first formalizing the reconfiguration op-
erators of the SHIFT language (Section 2.3.1) and then based on the results improving
this towards more complete and coherent definitions of the notions of (re)configuration
(Section 2.3.2). A system in the target application domain is defined to consist of a
set of components where each component has a set of links to other components, a set
of labels and a set of used labels of referenced components. The configuration of the
system is then defined as the set of components together with the set of references of
each component. Reconfiguration of the system can take place through applying six
reconfiguration primitives: adding and removing components, links or used reference
variables.

Research question three: On what specific hybrid automata based language should
the reconfigurability extension be based?

This research question was answered by comparing the three major hybrid automata
based hybrid system modeling languages with completely defined semantics (Sec-
tion 3.1). The hybrid automata based language on which the extension should be
based was chosen to be Charon. The name of the reconfiguration extension was chosen
to be R-Charon.

Research question four: What syntax and semantics should the reconfigurable dis-
tributed hybrid systems modeling language have?

This research question was answered hand in hand with the modeling of two example
models (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). During the modeling process, several different syntax
concepts were tried out until a syntax was found in which both models could be modeled
satisfactorily. In addition to the two application examples, also smaller more abstract
examples were used to get more insight on how the syntax of R-Charon should look like.
Some of those example have been included in the description of the syntax (Section 4.3).
The same path was followed in the definition of the semantics. Based on an informal
outline of the semantics and two design guidelines (first paragraphs of Section 4.4), the
formal semantics were defined step by step. For all important design choices encountered
the alternatives were explored (Section 4.4) and then based on abstract examples, the
two application examples and the guidelines a decision was made which alternative
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to chose. The whole process of defining the syntax and the semantics was an iterative
process. Syntactic flaws discovered during the definition of the semantics were corrected,
after which the concerned semantics were re-evaluated. The complete answer to the
research question can be found in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.

Research question five: Why does the reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems
modeling language fit the selected target application domain?

This research question was mainly answered by modeling one application example for
each of the two application domains chosen to form the target application domain
(Sections 5.2 and 5.3). Apart from some specific set operations (Section 5.1) with no
semantic consequences, the two examples could be modeled in R-Charon. Partly R-
Charon also fits the selected application domain by construction. The (re)configuration
notion used in R-Charon (Section 2.3.2) is inspired by the reconfiguration operations of
SHIFT (Section 2.3.1), which has extensively been used and designed for modeling and
simulating large-scale transportation systems. Moreover the two application examples
were used in the process of defining R-Charon.

6.2 Research Contribution

The research contribution of this thesis is the R-Charon modeling language. R-Charon is
a reconfigurable distributed hybrid systems modeling language designed as an extension
of the Charon modeling language. Although R-Charon is not a conservative extension
in the strict sense, an embedding of Charon models into R-Charon models exists and has
been presented. R-Charon is targeted towards the large-scale transportation systems
and modular reconfigurable robots domains. R-Charon has been described by formally
defining the syntax and semantics. The syntax and semantics of R-Charon include
formalized notions of configuration and reconfiguration as encountered in the target
application domain.

Concluding it can be said that the resulting language R-Charon is a good start for a
hybrid modeling language with support for reconfiguration as defined in this thesis. It
has provided many interesting insights in the modeling of reconfigurable hybrid systems.
However, still some essential issues are open. These essential issues and more general
issues are discussed in the next section.

6.3 Future Research

Considering the limited amount of time reserved for this research, many interesting and
relevant research issues are still open. These issues can be divided into two groups. One
group consists of all remaining research questions which already had been thought of at
the time of defining the research questions for this research. The other group consists
of research issues encountered during the answering of the research questions posed in
the introduction.
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6.3.1 Initial Research Issues

The following questions came up while defining the research questions, but have not
been answered yet:

1. How does the extension with reconfiguration influence the analysis of extended
hybrid system language models?

2. How does the resulting reconfigurable hybrid system model language compare to
the Φ-calculus and the SHIFT programming language?

The first question is about how models in R-Charon can be analyzed and how properties
of such models can be proven. Obviously the language constructs added to Charon
greatly increase the size of the possible state space of any model. Interesting questions
include whether the the reachability problem of R-Charon models would be decidable,
in case the continuous behavioral part of R-Charon is limited to the perfect clocks
defined in [34].

The second question is about the differences between R-Charon and the two previ-
ously existing hybrid modeling languages with support for reconfiguration. It would
be interesting to see whether models can be translated between the different modeling
languages, and if not to find out what exactly the differences in expressibility are. Based
on the results it might be possible to improve R-Charon.

6.3.2 Encountered Research Issues

The following suggestions for feature research came up while designing R-Charon and
writing this thesis:

1. How can the Charon toolkit be extended, to facilitate the reconfiguration exten-
sion introduced in R-Charon?

2. How can R-Charon be extended with a location model1 and what impact does it
have on (using) the language?

3. How can a mixture of shared memory semantics within agents and asynchronous
communication semantics between agents be facilitated?

4. How can R-Charon be extended to also support reconfiguration within agents, i.e.
explicitly support agent hierarchy and reconfiguration within this hierarchy?

5. How can compositionality of R-Charon agents be proved?

6. Can other hybrid languages like HyPA and Hybrid I/O Automata be extended
with a similar notion of reconfiguration and if so how?

The first question is a straightforward concern. Commonly, the first step after designing
the language is to provide tool support to make the language usable in a more practical
setting. Initially this would amount to enable simulation of R-Charon models. At a

1A location model is a model of a physical environment that provides a structured way to capture
and query the location of the agents in that environment.
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later stage, one could think of model-checking support and code-generation based on
an R-Charon model.

The second question seems less straightforward, however is a logical question to ask
when looking at the two example models and the target application domains in general.
In most situations the applications in the target application domain are about some
mobile components in an environment. Some of these components are equipped with
sensors to autonomously scan for other components around them. Based on those
sensors complete new communication of physical links between components can be
created. To be able to model this properly somehow location information, accessible
for these mobile components, has to be stored. In the two application examples this
has been modeled by adding an agent which stores a set of references to all of those
mobile agents in the system. Through this dedicated agent, the mobile agents then
could query the set of all agents based on global position variables of the mobile agents.

A much nicer approach would be to have a (general) location model [15, 35, 51] as a first
class language element of R-Charon. The location model concept is increasingly used
in mobile agent and pervasive systems. Through adding a location model explicitly,
movement and sensors can be modeled in a much cleaner way. Moreover the location
model can be straightforwardly used in the analysis of the model, without requiring too
much knowledge of the details of the model. The whole concept of location models is
very new, and many questions are still open. Relevant questions include what a suitable
and general enough notion of location would be and what kind of queries should be
supported by the location model.

The third question goes back to the choice for interleaving agent semantics (Section 3.2).
Between agents this choice of asynchronous communication seems to be the best choice.
However, the different top-level modes within one agent sometimes represent systems
running on the same processor, for which a shared memory based communication would
be a more faithful representation. An interesting question is how both semantic options
can be included into R-Charon. Another question is how to change the syntax to give
the modeler a per case choice between the two options.

The fourth question points to a complete different notion of reconfiguration. Recon-
figuration within a single agent in the target application domain would amount to
changing the possible behaviors of an agent as the system and agent evolve. This would
be especially interesting in combination with the reconfiguration currently supported
in R-Charon. One could think of different software modules loaded within an agent
dependent on the specific other agents currently connected. A reconfiguration on the
in-between agents level could then cause a reconfiguration within an agent.

The fifth question has already been touched in the compositionality section in the dis-
cussion on R-Charon (Section 4.6). To enable a compositional and hence more efficient
analysis of R-Charon models, compositionality of agents is an absolute requirement.
The actual definition of a notion of agent compositionality which makes sense in the
given definition of agents as part of a system might prove more difficult than the actual
compositionality proof self.

The sixth question is mainly inspired by the vast amount of existing hybrid modeling
languages. Trying to define a concept of (re)configuration -similar to the notions imple-
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mented in R-Charon- in other languages can provide new insights and lead to a better
understanding of how reconfigurable systems are modeled and analyzed best.
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